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1924ÿ/39694;194Cÿ;ÿ7/8024E0ÿ;A9391?ÿ12ÿ2A1;94ÿ28ÿB0/ÿ;66B491924ÿ32B35ÿ12/8/A?ÿ6;F/ÿ91ÿ9672009A3/ÿ12ÿ
B0/ÿ:98/;860ÿ:28ÿ12/98ÿ328/ÿ7B8720/4V[4ÿ
ÿ 64ÿÿ]^ÿQ_Qÿ%/9@/98;ÿD4ÿ(2B41?ÿ2:ÿ"3;6/5;ÿZiIOÿdd[ÿbTÿ,4T5ÿ7b ÿ7bbÿZf12ÿ(984ÿ 9b[ÿ
JIHQÿeeÿ9Tÿ.4ÿ(1ÿ9f ÿZ 9[ÿZ5903B0094Cÿ1290ÿ39691/5ÿ7821/31924ÿ:28ÿ:98/;860ÿ3266/83/ÿ;45ÿ
01;194Cÿ12;1ÿ;:1/8ÿU0;:1/8ÿRLLIÿ1290ÿ32B81ÿ;45ÿ212/8ÿ:/5/8;3ÿ32B810ÿ2:ÿ;77/;30ÿ2;D/ÿ2/35ÿ12;1ÿ12/ÿ
./3245ÿ"6/456/41ÿ7821/310ÿ;43933;8?ÿ89C210ÿ4/3/00;8?ÿ12ÿ12/ÿ8/;39j;1924ÿ2:ÿ12/ÿ328/ÿ89C21ÿ12ÿ7200/00ÿ
;ÿ:98/;86ÿ:28ÿ0/3:=5/:/40/4V[4ÿ
ÿ $4ÿÿ]ÿeQÿ;1ÿ7bTÿZ223594Cÿ12;1ÿ94ÿ1290ÿ3;0/ÿ2:ÿ:9801ÿ9678/00924ÿ94ÿ12/ÿ9412ÿ(983B91ÿ;ÿU1/@1B;3ÿ;45ÿ
29012893;3ÿ;4;3?090ÿ2:ÿ12/ÿ./3245ÿ"6/456/41ÿ5/624018;1/0ÿ12;1ÿ12/ÿ(240191B1924ÿ52/0ÿ421ÿ324:/8ÿ;ÿ
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2$%&%2&ÿ'(2)ÿ*ÿ+,$(-)ÿ.2,(/ÿ/0*/ÿ*$$-*(1ÿ/2ÿ2-ÿ3234%&4ÿ52&/(26-(1%*3ÿ+-57
2&3ÿ")-&3)-&/ÿ5*1-147ÿÿ&ÿ/0-ÿ)-*&/%)-ÿ'%(-*()1ÿ52))-(5-ÿ%1;ÿ$(2/-5/-38
/2ÿ*&ÿ-9/-&/8*1ÿ*&5%33*(:ÿ/2ÿ52(-ÿ+-52&3ÿ")-&3)-&/ÿ(%40/14ÿÿ!*<1ÿ/0*/ÿ
5(%/%5*33:ÿ%&/-('-(-ÿ<%/0ÿ/0-ÿ*2%3%/:ÿ/2ÿ$,(50*1-ÿ4,&1ÿ*&3ÿ*)),&%/%2&ÿ22/*%&ÿ
4,&ÿ(-$*%(ÿ2(ÿ52&3,5/ÿ'%(-*()1ÿ/(*%&%&4ÿ(-1/ÿ2&ÿ10*=:ÿ3-4*3ÿ4(2,&34ÿÿ+,50ÿ
52))-(5%*3ÿ(-4,3*/%2&1ÿ*(-ÿ1--&ÿ*/ÿ*ÿ)%&%),)ÿ/2ÿ%&/-('-(-ÿ<%/0ÿ>/0-ÿ(%40/ÿ
2'ÿ/0-ÿ$-2$3-ÿ/2ÿ=--$ÿ*&3ÿ2-*(ÿ"()14?@ÿ
!-11ÿ1-6-(-ÿ(-4,3*/%2&1ÿ*312ÿ$21-ÿ52)$3-9ÿ3-4*3ÿ3%3-))*1ÿ3-'/ÿ,&*&7
1<-(-3ÿ2:ÿ/0-ÿ+,$(-)-ÿ.2,(/49ÿÿ2ÿ/0-1-ÿ52)$3-9%/%-1ÿ)-*&ÿ/0*/ÿ/0-ÿ4267
-(&)-&/ÿ3*5=1ÿ/0-ÿ*2%3%/:ÿ/2ÿ(-4,3*/-ÿ'%(-*()1ÿ52))-(5-ÿ%&ÿ1,21/*&/%*3ÿ<*:1Aÿÿ
B0-ÿ102(/ÿ*&1<-(ÿ%18ÿ5-(/*%&3:ÿ&2/4ÿÿ.2&1/%/,/%2&*3ÿ(%40/1ÿ*(-ÿ(*(-3:ÿ*2123,/-4ÿÿ
"552(3%&43:ÿ/0-ÿ+,$(-)-ÿ.2,(/ÿ0*1ÿ3%)%/-3ÿ/0-ÿ152$-ÿ2'ÿ/0-ÿ+-52&3ÿ
")-&3)-&/ÿ/2ÿ*332<ÿ5-(/*%&ÿ(-4,3*/%2&1ÿ/0*/ÿ)--/ÿ5(%/%5*3ÿ426-(&)-&/*3ÿ%&7
/-(-1/1ÿ3%=-ÿ$,23%5ÿ1*'-/:ÿ*&3ÿ5(%)-ÿ$(-6-&/%2&499ÿ
ÿ

'(--1/*&3%&4ÿ(%40/ÿ2&ÿ52))-(5%*3ÿ$(2$(%-/2(1ÿ/2ÿ1-33ÿ'%(-*()1?C4ÿ
ÿ 74ÿÿDEÿFGFÿ+%36-1/-(ÿ64ÿH-5-((*ÿ9Iÿ+4ÿ./4ÿ@6Jÿ@6JÿK 9CÿLMGÿNOPFÿPÿ6IÿQ4I3ÿ97ÿK@/0ÿ
.%(4ÿ 97CÿKB02)*1ÿR4ÿ3%11-&/%&4CÿK3*)-&/%&4ÿ/0*/ÿ>0%'ÿ*ÿ32<-(ÿ52,(/ÿ/(-*/-3ÿ*&2/0-(ÿ(%40/ÿ12ÿ5*6*7
3%-(3:ÿ0*1ÿ/0-ÿ32<-(ÿ52,(/ÿ/(-*/-3ÿ/0-ÿ+-52&3ÿ")-&3)-&/ÿ%&ÿ/0%1ÿ5*1-ÿÿ0*6-ÿ3%//3-ÿ32,2/ÿ/0*/ÿ/0%1ÿ
0+,$(-)-ÿ.2,(/ÿ<2,33ÿ%&/-(6-&-4ÿÿH,/ÿ*1ÿ-6%3-&5-3ÿ2:ÿ2,(ÿ52&/%&,-3ÿ%&*5/%2&ÿ%&ÿ/0%1ÿ*(-*ÿ/0-ÿ+-57
2&3ÿ")-&3)-&/ÿ%1ÿ*ÿ3%1'*62(-3ÿ(%40/ÿ%&ÿ/0%1ÿ0+,$(-)-ÿ.2,(/4ÿÿH-5*,1-ÿÿ32ÿ&2/ÿ2-3%-6-ÿ<-ÿ102,33ÿ
2-ÿ%&ÿ/0-ÿ2,1%&-11ÿ2'ÿ50221%&4ÿ<0%50ÿ52&1/%/,/%2&*3ÿ(%40/1ÿ*(-ÿSOTUUMÿVOPÿ%&1%1/%&4ÿ,$2&Wÿÿ<2,33ÿ
0*6-ÿ4(*&/-3ÿ5-(/%2(*(%ÿ%&ÿ/0%1ÿ5*1-4?CÿK%&/-(&*3ÿ5%/*/%2&1ÿ2)%//-3C4ÿ
ÿ ;4ÿDÿXOTÿYYÿ;IÿQ4I3ÿ*/ÿ7;;ÿK52&'%()%&4ÿ/0*/ÿ/0-(-ÿ*(-ÿ*&5%33*(:ÿ(%40/1ÿ$(2/-5/-3ÿ2:ÿ/0-ÿ
+-52&3ÿ")-&3)-&/ÿ&-5-11*(:ÿ/2ÿ$(2/-5/ÿ/0-ÿ(%40/ÿ/2ÿ$211-11ÿ*&3ÿ,1-ÿ*ÿ'%(-*()C4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿDÿLFÿ*/ÿ7@ÿK0233%&4ÿ/0*/ÿZ2&%&4ÿ2(3%&*&5-ÿ/2ÿ3%)%/ÿ*ÿ$(2$(%-/2(W1ÿ*2%3%/:ÿ/2ÿ2$-&ÿ*ÿ&-<ÿ4,&ÿ
1/2(-ÿ32-1ÿ&2/ÿ2,(3-&ÿ52&3,5/ÿ$(2/-5/-3ÿ2:ÿ/0-ÿ+-52&3ÿ")-&3)-&/ÿ2-5*,1-ÿ/0-ÿ2(3%&*&5-ÿ2&3:ÿ3%)7
%/-3ÿ/0-ÿ325*/%2&1ÿ*ÿ1/2(-ÿ5*&ÿ2-ÿ2$-&-3ÿ2,/ÿ32-1ÿ&2/ÿ$(-6-&/ÿ/0-ÿ2$-&%&4ÿ2'ÿ/0-ÿ4,&ÿ1/2(-ÿ%/1-3'C[ÿ
\TN]ÿ;67ÿQ4I3ÿ*/ÿ@;ÿK0233%&4ÿ/0*/ÿ(-4,3*/%2&ÿ*4*%&1/ÿ1*3-ÿ2'ÿ5-(/*%&ÿ*)),&%/%2&ÿ3%3ÿ&2/ÿ3-1/(2:ÿ
/0-ÿ+-52&3ÿ")-&3)-&/ÿ(%40/ÿ/2ÿ2-*(ÿ*()1ÿ%/ÿ2&3:ÿ3%)%/-3ÿ/0-ÿ*2%3%/:ÿ/2ÿ$,(50*1-ÿ3*&4-(2,1ÿ*)),&%7
/%2&C4ÿ
ÿ @4ÿÿB0-ÿ+-52&3ÿ")-&3)-&/ÿ(-*318ÿ>"ÿ<-33ÿ(-4,3*/-3ÿ^%3%/%*ÿ2-%&4ÿ&-5-11*(:ÿ/2ÿ/0-ÿ1-5,(%/:ÿ2'ÿ*ÿ
'(--ÿ+/*/-ÿ/0-ÿ(%40/ÿ2'ÿ/0-ÿ$-2$3-ÿ/2ÿ=--$ÿ*&3ÿ2-*(ÿ"()1ÿ10*33ÿ&2/ÿ2-ÿ%&'(%&4-34?ÿÿ_4+4ÿ.` +B4ÿ
*)-&34ÿ4ÿ
ÿ94ÿÿDEÿFGFÿXOTÿYYÿ;IÿQ4I3ÿ*/ÿ7 aIÿK1/*/%&4ÿ/0*/ÿ/0-ÿ>3*&4,*4-ÿ%&ÿbUUOÿ(-4*(3%&4ÿ/0-ÿ
(-4,3*/%2&ÿ2'ÿS/0-ÿ52))-(5%*3ÿ1*3-ÿ2'ÿ*()1Wÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ%1ÿ1,''%5%-&/3:ÿ2$*c,-ÿ<%/0ÿ(-4*(3ÿ/2ÿ/0*/ÿ%11,-ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ
0*&3ÿ(*/0-(ÿ/0*&ÿ(-3:%&4ÿ2&ÿ%/ÿ*32&-ÿ/2ÿ3%1$21-ÿ2'ÿB-%9-%(*W1ÿ53*%)ÿ<-ÿ52&3,5/ÿ*ÿ',33ÿ/-9/,*3ÿ*&3ÿ0%17
/2(%5*3ÿ(-6%-<?C4ÿ
ÿ994ÿÿB0-ÿ52&/-)$2(*(:ÿ+,$(-)-ÿ.2,(/ÿ02331ÿ/0*/ÿ6%(/,*33:ÿ*33ÿ52&1/%/,/%2&*3ÿ(%40/1ÿ*(-ÿ1,2d-5/ÿ/2ÿ
*/ÿ3-*1/ÿ12)-ÿ(-4,3*/%2&[ÿ%&ÿ2/0-(ÿ<2(31ÿ/0-:ÿ32ÿ&2/ÿ2''-(ÿ*2123,/-ÿ$(2/-5/%2&4ÿÿQ2(ÿ-9*)$3-8ÿ:2,ÿ
5*&&2/ÿ:-33ÿ>Q%(-e?ÿ%&ÿ*ÿ5(2<3-3ÿ/0-*/-(ÿK*ÿ3%)%/ÿ2&ÿ*&ÿ%&3%6%3,*3W1ÿQ%(1/ÿ")-&3)-&/ÿ(%40/ÿ/2ÿ'(--ÿ
1$--50Cÿ:2,(ÿ02)-ÿ%1ÿ1,2d-5/ÿ/2ÿ(-*12&*23-ÿ1-*(50-1ÿ2:ÿ/0-ÿ$23%5-ÿK*ÿ3%)%/ÿ2&ÿ*&ÿ%&3%6%3,*3W1ÿQ2,(/0ÿ
")-&3)-&/ÿ(%40/ÿ/2ÿ$(%6*5:Cÿ*&3ÿ:2,(ÿ$(%6*/-ÿ$(2$-(/:ÿ%1ÿ1,2d-5/ÿ/2ÿ1-%Z,(-ÿ*'/-(ÿ/0-ÿ426-(&)-&/ÿ
$*:1ÿ>d,1/ÿ52)$-&1*/%2&?ÿK*ÿ3%)%/ÿ2&ÿ*&ÿ%&3%6%3,*3W1ÿQ%'/0ÿ")-&3)-&/ÿ(%40/ÿ/2ÿ52&/(23ÿ$(%6*/-ÿ$(2$7
-(/:C4ÿÿ"/ÿ)21/ÿ*ÿ52&1/%/,/%2&*3ÿ(%40/ÿ%1ÿ$(2/-5/-3ÿ2:ÿ1/(%5/ÿ15(,/%&:ÿ<0%50ÿ5*&ÿ2-ÿ26-(52)-ÿ2:ÿ*ÿ
>52)$-33%&4ÿ426-(&)-&/*3ÿ%&/-(-1/4?ÿÿDEÿFGFÿ+2&d*ÿ#-1/ÿÿDNLÿfgLgPÿYÿhPÿfiUPÿ
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%&'()%ÿ)*(&ÿ+%,-3.)2+/ÿ0(,,3%1+222ÿ3%0ÿ3.0&ÿ).+,%)(3,ÿ,-3ÿ&.3%&ÿ.+%ÿ
(3%4().53/ÿ6*.33%3,%7ÿ23ÿ8%6237ÿ"2%372%3)ÿ,+2-37&4ÿÿ9.:(3,ÿ2.))%+&ÿ(31
6+%.&(3,3/ÿ7(;;(6-3)ÿ)*%&%ÿ3%,.3ÿ5.))3%&ÿ).:%ÿ'3.6%ÿ(3ÿ)-2-3)-2-&ÿ)(2%&ÿ0*%3ÿ
()ÿ622%&ÿ)2ÿ,-3ÿ4(23%36%49ÿÿ"ÿ+%6%3)ÿ'3.,-%ÿ2;ÿ2.&&ÿ&*22)(3,&ÿ(3ÿ&.;%ÿ*.4%3&ÿ
&-6*ÿ.&ÿ6*-+6*%&ÿ6236%+)ÿ4%3-%&ÿ,24%+32%3)ÿ5-(37(3,&ÿ2.33&ÿ224(%ÿ)*%.1
)%+&ÿ+%&).-+.3)&ÿ.37ÿ&6*223&ÿ*.&ÿ<-&)(;(.53/ÿ7+(4%3ÿ,-3ÿ+%,-3.)(23ÿ5.6:ÿ(3)2ÿ
)*%ÿ&'2)3(,*)49=ÿÿ>%3&(23&ÿ.+%ÿ*(,*9ÿ6.37ÿ'.&&(23.)%ÿ'%2'3%ÿ%3)+%36*ÿ)*%21
&%34%&ÿ23ÿ)*%(+ÿ&(7%ÿ2;ÿ)*%ÿ7%5.)%4ÿÿ?2+ÿ)*%ÿ0%331(3)%3)(23%7ÿ.223,ÿ)*%ÿ
'+253%21&234%+&ÿ)*%ÿ7(3%22.ÿ(&ÿ+%.34ÿÿ1(.53%ÿ&23-)(23&ÿ2-&)ÿ'+2)%6)ÿ)*%ÿ8%61
237ÿ"2%372%3)ÿ+(,*)&ÿ2;ÿ3.01.5(7(3,ÿ,-3ÿ203%+&ÿ.37ÿ:%%'ÿ0%.'23&ÿ2-)ÿ2;ÿ
)*%ÿ*.37&ÿ2;ÿ7.3,%+2-&ÿ(37(4(7-.3&4ÿÿ#.3:(3,ÿ)*(&ÿ)(,*)+2'%ÿ(&ÿ2%+6(3%&&4ÿÿ82ÿ
7(;;(6-3)ÿ()ÿ&%%2&ÿ)*.)ÿ@23,+%&&ÿ;(37&ÿ()&%3;ÿ5225.+7%7ÿ5/ÿ2-)+.,%ÿ23ÿ52)*ÿ
ÿ

8!">ÿA%64ÿ$ÿ 9Bÿ=8=$ÿ9Cÿ*))'8DD0004&3.)%4622D.+)(63%&D3%0&E.37E'23()(6&D<-+(&'+-7%36%ÿ
D 9BD9D&%6237E.2%372%3)E.3320&E;2+E,-3E623)+234*)23ÿA&).)(3,ÿ)*.)ÿF0623&)()-)(23.3ÿ+(,*)&ÿ.+%ÿ
32)ÿ.5&23-)%4ÿÿ>*%/ÿ3%4%+ÿ*.4%ÿ5%%3ÿ.37ÿ'+.6)(6.33/ÿ3%4%+ÿ6.3ÿ5%4ÿ3ÿ2-+ÿ623&)()-)(23.3ÿ7%226+.6/ÿ
0%ÿ*.4%ÿ.30./&ÿ+%62,3(G%7ÿ)*.)ÿ0%ÿ6.3ÿ.37ÿ2-&)ÿ*.4%ÿ2-+ÿ623&)()-)(23.3ÿ6.:%ÿ.37ÿ+%,-3.)%ÿ()ÿ)224HC4ÿÿ
>*%ÿ2.<2+()/ÿ(3ÿIJJKÿ3(2()%7ÿ)*%ÿ8%6237ÿ"2%372%3)ÿ+(,*)ÿ(3ÿ)*(&ÿ2.33%+ÿ5/ÿ&).)(3,8ÿF!(:%ÿ22&)ÿ
+(,*)&ÿ)*%ÿ+(,*)ÿ&%6-+%7ÿ5/ÿ)*%ÿ8%6237ÿ"2%372%3)ÿ(&ÿ32)ÿ-33(2()%74ÿÿ?+22ÿL3.6:&)23%ÿ)*+2-,*ÿ)*%ÿ
9M)*16%3)-+/ÿ6.&%&ÿ6222%3).)2+&ÿ.37ÿ62-+)&ÿ+2-)(3%3/ÿ%N'3.(3%7ÿ)*.)ÿ)*%ÿ+(,*)ÿ0.&ÿ32)ÿ.ÿ+(,*)ÿ)2ÿ
:%%'ÿ.37ÿ6.++/ÿ.3/ÿ0%.'23ÿ0*.)&2%4%+ÿ(3ÿ.3/ÿ2.33%+ÿ0*.)&2%4%+ÿ.37ÿ;2+ÿ0*.)%4%+ÿ'-+'2&%4HÿÿIJO
JKÿBB6ÿP484ÿ.)ÿ774ÿ
ÿ94ÿQRÿSTSÿ"(2%%ÿU.32/.+%&ÿVRÿWÿXKÿYÿÿVÿVZJ[ÿÿ\Z]WZK[ÿÿ^WKJÿ
_Z`ÿZaÿKÿbWWKÿcZJKÿWÿdKW]WÿVeK]ZÿKeÿfJWÿÿ^Keÿ6ÿ84P4ÿ!4ÿ%44ÿ=9Mÿ
=9MÿA 9=CÿA6.33(3,ÿ.))%3)(23ÿ)2ÿ(3&).36%&ÿ2;ÿ,-3ÿ4(23%36%ÿ(3ÿ+%6%3)ÿ*(&)2+/ÿ.37ÿ'2(3)(3,ÿ2-)ÿ)*%ÿ+%.61
)(23.+/ÿ,-3ÿ623)+23ÿ3%,(&3.)(23ÿ)*.)ÿ;23320%7C4ÿ
ÿ9=4ÿQRÿSTSÿ9.+:ÿL%+2.3ÿÿdZKgJZaÿhZZ]KÿQiZKgaÿZÿ\`aÿjkZWÿlmKÿÿ^O
WKJSÿ IKnÿ oZWÿ IZiiÿ pqWÿ #"8r4ÿ s8>ÿ A?%54ÿ ÿ 9 ÿ M8=6ÿ "9Cÿ
*))'&8DD00040.&*(3,)23'2&)4622D3%0&D'2&)13.)(23D0'D 9D D D.;)%+1'.+:3.3712.&&.6+%1
+%3%0%717%5.)%124%+1,-31623)+231'-)&1&'2)3(,*)1231&)-7%3)&1'-53(612;;(6(.3&DÿA%N'3.(3(3,ÿ)*.)ÿ.;)%+ÿ.ÿ
+%6%3)ÿ&*22)(3,ÿ.)ÿ.ÿ82-)*ÿ?32+(7.ÿ&6*223ÿF&)-7%3)&ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ.37ÿ'-53(6ÿ2;;(6(.3&ÿ.3(:%ÿ0'+%'.+%7ÿ;2+ÿ7./&ÿ
2;ÿ*(,*1'+2;(3%ÿ%4%3)&ÿ*(,*3(,*)(3,ÿ)*%ÿ+%3%0%7ÿ7%5.)%ÿ24%+ÿ,-3ÿ623)+23ÿ.37ÿ&6*223ÿ&.;%)/4ÿÿ>*%&%ÿ
%4%3)&ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ'-)ÿ.ÿTJZKTÿiWJTWÿ23ÿ)*%ÿ6%3)+.3ÿt-%&)(23ÿ)*.)ÿ*.&ÿ5%%3ÿ.&:%7ÿ24%+ÿ.37ÿ24%+ÿ&(36%ÿ)*(&ÿ
3.)%&)ÿ2.&&ÿ&*22)(3,ÿ3%;)ÿ9$ÿ'%2'3%ÿ7%.78ÿ#*.)ÿ6.3ÿ5%ÿ723%ÿ)2ÿ&)2'ÿ()ÿ;+22ÿ*.''%3(3,ÿ.,.(3uHCÿA%21
'*.&(&ÿ.77%7C4ÿ
ÿ964ÿÿQRÿSTSÿw23.)*.3ÿ@4ÿ2)*%+2%3ÿIKnÿo[ÿÿjkZWRÿbJWeZWJ[Rÿ_Zaÿp`KRÿ
r!"4ÿxPÿA%64ÿ=ÿ 9Bÿ98B$ÿ9Cÿ*))'8DD0004'*(33/4622D'*(33/D532,&D)*(3:).3:Dr%+%&1
0*/1,-317%5.)%1-3)(2.)%3/13%.7&1320*%+%4*)23ÿA&).)(3,8ÿF>*%ÿ,-3ÿ7%5.)%ÿ(&ÿ32.)*&22%4ÿÿ?(+&)ÿ)*%ÿ
7%5.)%ÿ5%622%&ÿ22&)ÿ*%.)%7ÿ(3ÿ)*%ÿ(22%7(.)%ÿ.;)%+2.)*ÿ2;ÿ&%3&%3%&&ÿ,-3ÿ4(23%36%ÿ0*(6*ÿ3.)%3/ÿ*.&ÿ
622%ÿ.52-)ÿ.33ÿ)22ÿ2;)%34ÿÿ>*%ÿ&.2%ÿt-%&)(23&ÿ.+%ÿ+.(&%7ÿ23ÿ6.53%ÿ3%0&ÿ.37ÿ)*%ÿ&.2%ÿ,-%&)&ÿ.+%ÿ
5+2-,*)ÿ5.6:ÿ)2ÿ+%1)%33ÿ)*%ÿ.331)221;.2(3(.+ÿ&(7%&ÿ2;ÿ)*%ÿ7%5.)%4ÿÿ8%62373/ÿ)*%ÿ&216.33%7ÿ7%5.)%ÿ(&ÿ32)ÿ
+%.33/ÿ.ÿ7%5.)%ÿ5-)ÿ+.)*%+ÿ.ÿ+%.;;(+2.)(23ÿ2;ÿ%3)+%36*%7ÿ'2(3)&ÿ2;ÿ4(%0ÿ23ÿ%()*%+ÿ&(7%4ÿÿ 20*%+%ÿ(&ÿ
)*.)ÿ7(&6-&&(23ÿ22+%ÿ%4(7%3)ÿ)*.3ÿ23ÿ&26(.3ÿ2%7(.ÿ0*%+%ÿ.3/ÿ&-,,%&)(23ÿ2;ÿ)*%ÿ3%%7ÿ;2+ÿ6*.3,%&ÿ(3ÿ
2-+ÿ,-3ÿ3.0&ÿ(&ÿ3(:%3/ÿ)2ÿ5%ÿ2%)ÿ5/ÿ.3ÿ.4.3.36*%ÿ2;ÿ'2&)&ÿ%2'*.)(6.33/ÿ7%;%37(3,ÿ8%6237ÿ"2%371
2%3)ÿ+(,*)&y2+ÿ4(6%ÿ4%+&.4HC4ÿ
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$%&'$ÿ()&ÿ$*%)$ÿ%+$ÿ,-''3$49.ÿ
)(/+%2)ÿ(+ÿ+-'ÿ0'&'1(3ÿ3'2'3ÿ3'(2'$ÿ$+(+'ÿ()&ÿ32/(3ÿ322'1)4')+$ÿ+2ÿ4%)&ÿ
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&$B(ÿ.2%ÿ$ÿ3$2ÿ&2ÿ7(ÿC32/0)&$/'-/0Dÿ$/'ÿ&*(%(7,ÿC9%()189&-+(3,ÿ+$3-'ADÿÿ>5?ÿ
"/'ÿ2*$&ÿ3(+(3ÿ2.ÿ)3%1&-/,ÿ)*213'ÿ322(%ÿ321%&)ÿ$'29&ÿ-/ÿ.-%($%8)ÿ3288(%3(ÿ
3$)()Aÿÿ6*(ÿ$/)2(%)ÿ&2ÿ&*()(ÿ41()&-2/)ÿ$%(ÿ3%-&-3$3ÿ7(3$1)(ÿ&*(,ÿ$%(ÿ2.&(/ÿ
21&328(:'(&(%8-/$&-+(4ÿÿ6*-)ÿ$%&ÿ32/331'()ÿ2-&*ÿ$/ÿ(+$31$&-2/ÿ2.ÿ&*(ÿE-%(:
$%8)ÿF288(%3(ÿ6()&ÿ2*-3*ÿ*$)ÿ9%2+(/ÿ&2ÿ7(ÿ$ÿ22%B$73(ÿ$99%2$3*ÿ&2ÿ'($3:
-/0ÿ2-&*ÿ82)&ÿ@(32/'ÿ"8(/'8(/&ÿ3*$33(/0()ÿ3(.&ÿ1/%()23+('ÿ$.&(%ÿ;<<=4ÿ
$%&ÿ1ÿ-)ÿ'-$0/2)&-3ÿ$/'ÿ'(82/)&%$&()ÿ&*$&ÿ&*(ÿE-%($%8)ÿF288(%3(ÿ6()&ÿ
3$/ÿ7(ÿ8$'(ÿ82%(ÿ(..(3&-+(ÿ(..-3-(/&ÿ$/'ÿ.$-&*.13ÿ&2ÿ;<<=45ÿÿ6*(ÿ$/$3,)-)ÿ
-'(/&-.-()ÿ&22ÿ3%-&-3$3ÿ)*2%&328-/0)ÿ$/'ÿ9%292)()ÿ)231&-2/)4ÿÿG%-(.3,8ÿ
Hÿ J;KLMKNOPÿQR8ÿF21%&)ÿ$%(ÿ%(313&$/&ÿ&2ÿ'(3-'(ÿ2*(&*(%ÿ$ÿ3$2ÿ
71%'(/)ÿ32/'13&ÿ9%2&(3&('ÿ7,ÿ&*(ÿ@(32/'ÿ"8(/'8(/&4ÿÿ6*-)ÿ
8$B()ÿ)(/)(ÿ$)ÿ&*(ÿS1)&-3()ÿ*$+(ÿ9%2+-'('ÿ3-&&3(ÿ01-'$/3(ÿ2/ÿ
*22ÿ&2ÿ8$B(ÿ&*()(ÿ3$33)ÿ2&*(%ÿ&*$/ÿ&2ÿ32/'13&ÿ$ÿ7%2$'ÿ*-)&2%-3$3ÿ
$/$3,)-)4ÿÿ%273(8$&-3$33,ÿ&*(ÿ*-)&2%,ÿ2.ÿ01/ÿ%(013$&-2/)ÿ-/ÿ($%:
3,ÿ"8(%-3$ÿ-)ÿ+2318-/21)ÿ29$41(ÿ$/'ÿ2.&(/ÿ-/32/)-)&(/&4ÿÿ
@28(ÿT1'0()ÿ+(/&1%(ÿ-/&2ÿ&*-)ÿ)3$+(/0(%ÿ*1/&ÿ2*-3(ÿ2&*(%)ÿT1)&ÿ
91/&ÿ$/'ÿ$))18(ÿ&*(ÿ@(32/'ÿ"8(/'8(/&ÿ-)ÿ-/ÿ93$,4ÿÿ6*-)ÿ$):
)189&-2/ÿ$3322)ÿ&*(8ÿ&2ÿ$993,ÿ*(-0*&(/('ÿ)3%1&-/,ÿ$/'ÿ$'T1'-:
3$&(ÿ&*(ÿ3$)(ÿ1/'(%ÿ$ÿ82%(ÿ.$8-3-$%ÿ.2%813$4ÿÿ/ÿ&*(ÿ(/'ÿ&*(ÿ
&()&U)ÿ.-%)&ÿ)&(9ÿ3($')ÿ&2ÿ-/32/)-)&(/3-()ÿ$3%2))ÿ&*(ÿ3-%31-&)ÿ$/'ÿ
.%1)&%$&-2/ÿ$82/0ÿT1'0()ÿ&*(ÿ9$%&-()ÿ$/'ÿ&*(ÿ0(/(%$3ÿ9173-34ÿ
Hÿ VLKVKJWXÿJKYZOKP8ÿ6*(ÿ.$3&ÿ&*$&ÿ8$/,ÿ321%&)ÿ8(%(3,ÿ$):
)18(ÿ&*(ÿ@(32/'ÿ"8(/'8(/&ÿ$993-()ÿ&2ÿ$+2-'ÿ&*-)ÿ&%(Bÿ-/&2ÿ*-):
&2%,ÿ%(/'(%)ÿ)&(9ÿ2/(ÿ7$)-3$33,ÿ8($/-/03())4ÿÿ@2ÿ&*-)ÿ$%&-33(ÿ$%:
01()ÿ&*$&ÿ$/,ÿ'-)3%(&-2/ÿ-/ÿ)&(9ÿ2/(ÿ7(ÿ(3-8-/$&('4ÿÿ/)&($'ÿ
321%&)ÿ)*213'ÿ$))18(ÿ&*$&ÿ3$2)ÿ&213*-/0ÿ192/ÿ.-%($%8)ÿ328:
8(%3([&*(ÿ'($3-/0ÿ-/ÿ$/'ÿ$%21/'ÿ01/)[71%'(/ÿ9%2&(3&('ÿ32/:
'13&ÿ$/'ÿ&*(/ÿ82+(ÿ&2ÿ)&(9ÿ&224ÿÿ6*-)ÿ-)ÿ-/ÿ$332%'ÿ2-&*ÿ;<<=U)ÿ
ÿ
)-)\-&\)\1/2-33-/0\&2\)23+(4*&83ÿ>C#(ÿB/22ÿ/22ÿ&*$&ÿ2(ÿ*$+(ÿ$ÿ]%-0*&Uÿ$/'ÿ&*$&ÿ-&ÿ-893-3$&()ÿ21%ÿ
].%(('28Uÿ71&ÿ&*(ÿ@19%(8(ÿF21%&ÿ*$)ÿ3(.&ÿ1)ÿ&2ÿ01())ÿ$&ÿ2*$&ÿ&*(ÿ32/&21%)ÿ2.ÿ&*$&ÿ%-0*&ÿ$/'ÿ&*$&ÿ.%((:
'28ÿ8-0*&ÿ7(4D?4ÿ
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2&'&(14ÿ1&$-,4ÿ
5ÿ 789:;9<=>ÿ?@AÿB22,ÿ*2%1,2ÿ(CC34ÿ&),+1/+'&(,+ÿ2*1%,&)4ÿ&)ÿ
2,+Cÿ,D2ÿ,2ÿ3(D2ÿ(33+$+'ÿ,2ÿ0%1'+)ÿ*2)'%*,ÿC12,+*,+'ÿ04ÿ,-+ÿ
.+*2)'ÿ"/+)'/+),4ÿÿE,-+12ÿF(14ÿ,-+ÿ2*1%,&)4ÿ3+F+3ÿ'+C+)'&)$ÿ
%C2)ÿ-2Dÿ'1(2,&*ÿ()ÿ&)F(2&2)ÿ,-+4ÿC+1*+&F+4ÿÿG-+2+ÿ'&HH+1+),ÿ
(CC12(*-+2ÿ(322ÿ3+('ÿ,2ÿ&)*2)2&2,+)*&+2ÿ(*1222ÿ,-+ÿ*&1*%&,2ÿ()'ÿ
H1%2,1(,&2)ÿ(/2)$ÿI%'$+2ÿ,-+ÿC(1,&+2ÿ()'ÿ,-+ÿ$+)+1(3ÿC%03&*4ÿÿ
B(J&)$ÿ/(,,+12ÿD212+ÿ,-+ÿ&),+1/+'&(,+ÿ2*1%,&)4ÿ2,()'(1'ÿ&/3
C3+/+),+'ÿ&)ÿ,-+2+ÿ*(2+2ÿ-(2ÿ0+*2/+ÿ,22ÿ'+H+1+),&(3ÿ,2ÿ,-+ÿ$2F3
+1)/+),4ÿÿ,ÿ)2Dÿ(CC12K&/(,+2ÿ,-+ÿ&),+1+2,30(3()*&)$ÿ,-(,ÿ8LLMÿ
C12-&0&,+'ÿD&,-ÿ,-+ÿ2*(3+2ÿ,&CC+'ÿ&)ÿH(F21ÿ2HÿH&1+(1/2ÿ*2//+1*+ÿ
1+$%3(,&2)24ÿÿN+*(%2+ÿ,-+ÿ$2F+1)/+),ÿD&33ÿ(3D(42ÿ-(F+ÿ&/3
C21,(),ÿ&Hÿ)2,ÿ*2/C+33&)$ÿ&),+1+2,2ÿ&)ÿ1+'%*&)$ÿ*1&/+ÿ()'ÿC123
,+*,&)$ÿ,-+ÿC%03&*ÿ(ÿ'+H+1+),&(3ÿ2,()'(1'ÿD-+)ÿ&,ÿ*2/+2ÿ,2ÿH&,ÿ
2C+332ÿ'22/ÿH21ÿ(33ÿ0%,ÿ,-+ÿ/22,ÿ+$1+$&2%2ÿ.+*2)'ÿ"/+)'/+),ÿ
F&23(,&2)24ÿÿG-+1+ÿ&2ÿ(ÿ2,12)$ÿ3&J+3&-22'ÿ,-(,ÿ(ÿ/(I21&,4ÿ2Hÿ.%3
C1+/+ÿO2%1,ÿP%2,&*+2ÿD&33ÿF&+Dÿ,-&2ÿQ%(2&ÿ&),+1+2,30(3()*&)$ÿ(C3
C12(*-ÿ(2ÿ%)H(&,-H%3ÿ,2ÿ8LLM4ÿ
5ÿ R:9R97STÿ79UV=9>8ÿW)&H21/34ÿ(CC34ÿ,-+ÿ,+K,022Jÿ&),+1/+3
'&(,+ÿ2*1%,&)4ÿH21/%3(8ÿ1+$%3(,&2)2ÿ0%1'+)&)$ÿH&1+(1/2ÿ*2/3
/+1*+ÿ/%2,ÿ0+ÿ2%02,(),&(334ÿ1+3(,+'ÿ,2ÿ()ÿ&/C21,(),ÿ$2F+1)/+)3
,(3ÿ&),+1+2,4ÿÿN%,ÿ(2ÿC(1,ÿ2Hÿ,-+ÿ()(342&2ÿ*2%1,2ÿ2-2%3'ÿ1+Q%&1+ÿ
2HH&*&(32ÿ,2ÿC12F+ÿ,-(,ÿ,-+&1ÿ3(D2ÿ(*,%(334ÿ/++,ÿ,-+&1ÿ20I+*,&F+24ÿÿ
G-&2ÿ&)*+),&F&X+2ÿ'+/2)2,1(034ÿ+HH+*,&F+ÿ1+$%3(,&2)2ÿ()'ÿ'&2&)3
*+),&F&X+2ÿ3+$&23(,&2)ÿC(22+'ÿC1&/(1&34ÿD&,-ÿ()ÿ()&/%2ÿ,2D(1'2ÿ
$%)24ÿÿ.%*-ÿ(ÿ223%,&2)ÿ&2ÿ/21+ÿH(&,-H%3ÿ,2ÿ8LLMÿ()'ÿC12F&'+2ÿ(ÿ
/21+ÿ1+(22)(03+ÿI%2,&H&*(,&2)ÿH21ÿ&)H1&)$+/+),2ÿ2Hÿ,-+ÿ.+*2)'ÿ
"/+)'/+),ÿ$%(1(),++4ÿ
(1,ÿ1ÿ*2)*3%'+2ÿD&,-ÿ(ÿ*(33ÿH21ÿ()ÿ2C,&/&X+'ÿY&1+(1/2ÿO2//+1*+ÿG+2,ÿ
,-(,ÿ&2ÿ/21+ÿ+HH&*&+),ÿ+HH+*,&F+ÿ()'ÿH(&,-H%3ÿ,2ÿ8LLM4ZZÿÿ/C21,(),34ÿ+F+)ÿ
(H,+1ÿ&)*1+(2&)$ÿ&,2ÿ1&$21ÿ,-+ÿF(2,ÿ/(I21&,4ÿ2HÿH&1+(1/2ÿ*2//+1*+ÿ1+$%3(,&2)2ÿ
2-2%3'ÿ2,&33ÿ0+ÿ%C-+3'4ÿÿG-+ÿ$2F+1)/+),(3ÿ&),+1+2,2ÿ&)ÿ,-&2ÿ'2/(&)ÿ(1+ÿ(3/22,ÿ
(3D(42ÿ*2/C+33&)$4ÿÿG-+ÿ/(I21ÿ'&HH+1+)*+ÿ&2ÿ,-(,ÿ2HH&*&(32ÿ%)'+1ÿ,-+ÿ2C,&3
ÿ
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%&'()ÿ*(+*ÿ%,+*ÿ-2.ÿ/021(ÿ*2(&0ÿ33.ÿ&+ÿ(44(5*&1(ÿ3-)ÿ*2(0(67ÿ8,+*&47ÿ*2(ÿ
6,0)(-ÿ2-ÿ/02*(5*()ÿ52-),5*4ÿÿ92(ÿ22/(ÿ&+ÿ*23*ÿ*2(ÿ:,/0(%(ÿ;2,0*ÿ,/2-ÿ)(<
5&)&-=ÿ&*+ÿ4&0+*ÿ4&0(30%+ÿ52%%(05(ÿ53+(ÿ.&33ÿ3//021(ÿ24ÿ3-)ÿ,*&3&'(ÿ+2%(ÿ
420%ÿ24ÿ*2&+ÿ2/*&%&'()ÿ*(+*ÿ*2ÿ&++,(ÿ+*02-=(0ÿ=,&)3-5(ÿ&-ÿ*2&+ÿ30(-34ÿ
4ÿ9>ÿ:;? ÿ"@ @ 9ÿAÿB"@:ÿ;?@@;8ÿ;?C:ÿ!99!ÿ
DC" ;ÿB?@ÿ9>ÿ:C@ÿ;?C9ÿ
92(ÿ3&-(ÿ24ÿ:,/0(%(ÿ;2,0*ÿ53+(+ÿ&-*(0/0(*&-=ÿ*2(ÿ:(52-)ÿ"%(-)%(-*ÿ&+ÿ
%&-&+5,$36(E(+/(5&3337ÿ&-ÿ52%/30&+2-ÿ*2ÿ2*2(0ÿ=,303-*((+ÿ&-ÿ*2(ÿF&33ÿ24ÿ
&=2*+4ÿÿB02%ÿ*2&+ÿ23-)4,3ÿ2-37ÿ*.2ÿ53+(+ÿ*2,52ÿ,$/S2-ÿ4&0(30%+ÿ52%%(05(ÿ
&-ÿ3ÿ%(3-&-=$74,3ÿ.378ÿGHIJHÿÿKLMNOÿPQÿRLLIÿ3-)ÿTJGOLUÿPQÿKHVÿ
ÿKJOW4ÿÿ92&+ÿ/30*ÿ(133,3*(+ÿ(352ÿ2/&-&2-ÿ425,+&-=ÿ2-ÿ/30*&5,330ÿ/3+<
+3=(+ÿX24*(-ÿ)&5*3Yÿ*23*ÿ6(30ÿ2-ÿ0(=,33*&-=ÿ4&0(30%+ÿ52%%(05(4ÿÿ92&+ÿ3-337+&+ÿ
0(1(33+ÿ&%/20*3-*ÿ&++,(+ÿ3(4*ÿ,-0(+231()ÿ&-ÿ:(52-)ÿ"%(-)%(-*ÿ8,0&+/0,<
)(-5(4ÿÿ92(ÿ:,/0(%(ÿ;2,0*ÿ&+ÿ40((ÿ*2ÿ)2)=(ÿ*2(+(ÿZ,(+*&2-+ÿ6,*ÿ&-35*&2-ÿ67ÿ
*2(ÿ[,+*&5(+ÿ4205(+ÿ*2(ÿ32.(0ÿ52,0*+ÿ*2ÿ4&33ÿ&-ÿ*2(ÿ633-\+4ÿÿ92&+ÿ/3*2ÿ6(&-=ÿ
633'()ÿ67ÿ*2(ÿ4()(033ÿ5&05,&*+ÿ&-ÿ*2&+ÿ0(33%ÿ420%+ÿ*2(ÿ425,+ÿ24ÿ30*ÿ4ÿÿ92(ÿ
%(3*ÿ24ÿ30*ÿÿ22.(1(0ÿ6(=&-+ÿ.&*2ÿRLLIÿ3-)ÿTJGOLUÿ3-)ÿ*2(ÿ/0(5&2,+ÿ
3&**3(ÿ=,&)3-5(ÿ*2ÿ6(ÿ=3(3-()ÿ402%ÿ*2(+(ÿ=02,-)60(3\&-=ÿ53+(+4ÿ
ÿ

ÿ$64ÿÿ92(ÿ+%333ÿ=02,/ÿ24ÿ%3820ÿ:,/0(%(ÿ;2,0*ÿ53+(+ÿ&-*(0/0(*&-=ÿ*2(ÿ:(52-)ÿ"%(-)%(-*ÿ21(0ÿ*2(ÿ
/3+*ÿ5(-*,07ÿ&-53,)(8ÿC-&*()ÿ:*3*(+ÿ14ÿ@&33(0ÿ$]ÿC4:4ÿ9]6ÿ9]^]_ÿX9_$_YÿX223)&-=ÿ*23*ÿ+220*<6300(3ÿ
+22*=,-+ÿ30(ÿ-2*ÿ*2(ÿ*7/(+ÿ24ÿ.(3/2-+ÿ521(0()ÿ,-)(0ÿ*2(ÿ*20,+*ÿ24ÿ*2(ÿ:(52-)ÿ"%(-)%(-*E*2(ÿ
`/0(+(013*&2-ÿ20ÿ(44&5&(-57aÿ24ÿ+*3*(ÿ%&3&*&3+YbÿRLLIÿSS6ÿC4:4ÿ3*ÿS ÿX4&-)&-=ÿ3ÿ:(52-)ÿ"%(-)%(-*ÿ
0&=2*ÿ*2ÿ/2++(++ÿ`333ÿ&-+*0,%(-*+ÿ*23*ÿ52-+*&*,*(ÿ6(30363(ÿ30%+aÿ/30*&5,33037ÿ&-ÿ*2(ÿ22%(ÿ420ÿ+(34<
)(4(-+(Ybÿ@52-33)ÿ14ÿ;&*7ÿ24ÿ;2&53=2ÿS79ÿC4:4ÿ]6 ÿ]_9ÿX 9YÿX&-520/203*&-=ÿ*2(ÿ:(52-)ÿ
"%(-)%(-*ÿ*2ÿ+*3*(+ÿ3-)ÿ32533ÿ=21(0-%(-*+ÿ1&3ÿ*2(ÿB2,0*((-*2ÿ"%(-)%(-*c+ÿ,(ÿ025(++ÿ;33,+(Ybÿ
;3(*3-2ÿ14ÿ@3++352,+(**+ÿ9$7ÿ:4ÿ;*4ÿ9 ]ÿ9 ÿX 97YÿX/(0ÿ5,0&3%YÿX1353*&-=ÿ3-)ÿ0(%3-)&-=ÿ3ÿ
@3++352,+(**+ÿ:,/0(%(ÿ;2,0*ÿ)(5&+&2-ÿ*23*ÿ,/2(3)ÿ3ÿ+*3*(ÿ+*,-ÿ=,-ÿ63-ÿ,-)(0ÿ*2(ÿX433+(Yÿ/0(%&+(ÿ
*23*ÿ+*,-ÿ=,-+ÿ30(ÿ-2*ÿ*2(ÿ*7/(+ÿ24ÿ.(3/2-+ÿ/02*(5*()ÿ67ÿRLLIYbÿ3-)ÿ12&+&-(ÿ14ÿC-&*()ÿ:*3*(+ÿ9$7ÿ
:4ÿ;*4ÿ ] ÿ ]ÿX 97YÿX223)&-=ÿ*23*ÿ52-1&5*&2-+ÿ420ÿ0(5\3(++ÿ)2%(+*&5ÿ3++3,3*+ÿ%37ÿ3(3)ÿ*2ÿ3&4(<
*&%(ÿ=,-<2.-(0+2&/ÿ63-+Y4ÿÿ92(ÿ33+*ÿ*.2ÿ53+(+ÿ2-ÿ*2&+ÿ3&+*ÿ)&)ÿ-2*ÿ+/(5&4&53337ÿ&-*(0/0(*ÿ*2(ÿ:(52-)ÿ
"%(-)%(-*ÿ6,*ÿ231(ÿ3ÿ6(30&-=ÿ2-ÿ&*+ÿ&-*(0/0(*3*&2-ÿ67ÿ*2(ÿ32.(0ÿ52,0*+4ÿÿ;2%/30(ÿ*2&+ÿ+%333ÿ3&+*ÿ*2ÿ
*2(ÿ%3-7ÿ)2'(-+ÿ24ÿ`!3-)%30\aÿB&0+*ÿ"%(-)%(-*ÿ53+(+ÿ402%ÿ*2(ÿ:,/0(%(ÿ;2,0*4ÿÿdeÿQWQÿfIg
UMÿÿdhJiÿIOLÿF!!ÿ?Bÿ9:4ÿ:94ÿ2**/8jj...46&33240&=2*+&-+*&*,*(420=j(),53*(j(),53*20<
0(+2,05(+j33-)%30\<53+(+j40(()2%<24<+/((52<=(-(033jÿX33+*ÿ1&+&*()ÿ:(/*4ÿ96ÿ 9YÿX/021&)&-=ÿ3))&<
*&2-33ÿ3&-\+ÿ*2ÿ53+(+ÿ533++&4&()ÿ,-)(0ÿ+(1(033ÿ)&44(0(-*ÿF&33ÿ24ÿ&=2*+ÿ=,303-*((+Y4ÿ
ÿ$S4ÿÿRLLIÿSS6ÿC4:4ÿ3*ÿS]4ÿ
ÿ$74ÿÿTJGOLUÿS79ÿC4:4ÿ3*ÿ]64ÿ
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$%ÿÿ&'(&)*+ÿ,-33-.ÿ/01ÿ2')03ÿ&ÿ4+5)6+ÿ
7&)&8ÿ988&0ÿ
:ÿ;<ÿ=;>>;?@3:ÿ:2ÿ?2AB.-C-D=ÿC2Eÿ:C-ÿF55&ÿ?G<-ÿ;ABG?:<ÿ>;.-G.A<ÿ?2AH
A-.?-ÿE;:C2@:ÿGÿ<2A-ECG:ÿ=-:G;3-=ÿC;<:2.Iÿ2>ÿ:C-ÿ>G?:<ÿGD=ÿB.2?-=@.G3ÿC;<:2H
.I4ÿÿJC;<ÿ;<ÿK-?G@<-ÿ32E-.ÿ?2@.:<ÿ<--L;DMÿM@;=GD?-ÿ:CG:ÿ;<ÿ2BGN@-ÿG:ÿK-<:ÿ
:-D=ÿ:2ÿGDG3IO-ÿ=-:G;3<ÿ2>ÿ:C-ÿ-D:;.-ÿF55&ÿ<GMGÿ:2ÿG=P@=;?G:-ÿ:C-;.ÿQ-?2D=ÿ
"A-D=A-D:ÿ?G<-<4RSÿÿT2.ÿ-UGAB3-ÿ32E-.ÿ?2@.:<ÿ<--Lÿ:2ÿ=-:-.A;D-ÿEC-:C-.ÿ
:C-ÿ>;.-G.A<ÿ?2AA-.?R-ÿ.-M@3G:;2DÿG:ÿ;<<@-ÿK@.=-D<ÿ?2D=@?:ÿB.2:-?:-=ÿKIÿ:C-ÿ
Q-?2D=ÿ"A-D=A-D:4ÿÿJC-ÿQ@B.-A-ÿV2@.:ÿCG<ÿD2:ÿGD<E-.-=ÿ:CG:ÿN@-<:;2Dÿ
<2ÿ=;<:.;?:ÿP@=M-<ÿGD=ÿGBB-33G:-ÿBGD-3<ÿA@<:ÿ<?2@.ÿF55&ÿ:2ÿ;D:@;:ÿGDÿGD<E-.4ÿÿ
JC-IÿG3<2ÿ322Lÿ:2ÿ:C-ÿ.G:;>;?G:;2DÿC;<:2.Iÿ2>ÿ:C-ÿQ-?2D=ÿ"A-D=A-D:ÿG<ÿE-33ÿ
G<ÿ?2AA-D:G.Iÿ>.2Aÿ:C-ÿ-;MC:--D:Cÿ?-D:@.I4ÿÿ"33ÿ2>ÿ:C;<ÿ;<ÿ-3GK2.G:-3Iÿ.-H
<-G.?C-=ÿGD=ÿ=;<?@<<-=ÿ;Dÿ-G?Cÿ<:GM-ÿ2>ÿ:C-ÿF55&ÿ?G<-4ÿÿ#;:Cÿ:C;<ÿ;DÿA;D=ÿ;:ÿ
;<ÿG=W;<GK3-ÿ:2ÿB2<<-<<ÿGÿ:C2.2@MCÿ@D=-.<:GD=;DMÿ2>ÿC2Eÿ:C-ÿ?2@.:<ÿ;DW23W-=ÿ
;DÿF55&ÿDGW;MG:-=ÿ:C-ÿ;<<@-<4ÿ
94ÿJC-ÿTG?:<ÿ
;?Lÿ,-33-.ÿE2.L-=ÿG<ÿGDÿG.A-=ÿ<-?@.;:Iÿ2>>;?-.ÿ>2.ÿ:C-ÿ>-=-.G3ÿ?2@.:<ÿ;Dÿ
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A-*(%3/ÿD3+3%+ÿ32&(%&-/'ÿ2&ÿ%&ÿ0112ÿ(2ÿ*//$%&E3<ÿ/3%$%&+(/ÿF,+(%2&+3ÿ
=+*%*Iÿ+*ÿ()/ÿ(/*(ÿ(2ÿ/O>+3-+(/ÿ3+.*ÿ%$42*%&Eÿ32&'%(%2&*ÿ+&'ÿH-+3%5%3+(%2&*ÿ2&ÿ
5%,/+,$*ÿ32$$/,3/4ÿÿJ/ÿ+,E-/'ÿ()+(ÿ,+(%2&+3ÿ=+*%*ÿ%*ÿ&/>/,ÿ()/ÿ4,24/,ÿ
*(+&'+,'ÿ(2ÿ@-'E/ÿ+ÿ3+.ÿ()+(ÿ=-,'/&*ÿ+ÿF*4/3%5%3ÿ/&-$/,+(/'ÿ,%E)(ÿ=/ÿ%(ÿ()/ÿ
5,//'2$ÿ25ÿ*4//3)ÿ()/ÿE-+,+&(//ÿ+E+%&*(ÿ'2-=3/ÿ@/24+,'<ÿ()/ÿ,%E)(ÿ(2ÿ32-&6
*/3ÿ2,ÿ()/ÿ,%E)(ÿ(2ÿG//4ÿ+&'ÿ=/+,ÿ+,$*4I ÿÿB-(ÿ%&ÿ/3%$%&+(%&Eÿ()/ÿ$2*(ÿ,/E-6
3+(2,<64/,$%**%>/ÿ(/*(ÿ)/ÿ'%'ÿ&2(ÿ3+<ÿ'2.&ÿ+ÿ(2-E)/,ÿ*(+&'+,'ÿ()+(ÿ*)2-3'ÿ=/ÿ
-*/'ÿ(2ÿ/>+3-+(/ÿ()/*/ÿ,/E-3+(%2&*4ÿÿ&*(/+'ÿ)/ÿ+,EP-/'ÿ()+(ÿ()/ÿ%*(,%3(C*ÿ3+.*ÿ
%&ÿ()%*ÿ3+*/ÿ.2-3'ÿ5+%3ÿ+&<ÿ*(+&'+,'ÿ25ÿ*3,-(%&<4ÿÿB/<2&'ÿ()+(ÿ)/ÿ3/5(ÿ()/ÿ
4,24/,ÿ(/*(ÿ52,ÿ+&2()/,ÿ3+*/4ÿÿ"=*/&(ÿ+3*2ÿ%*ÿ+&<ÿ$/&(%2&ÿ25ÿ.)/()/,ÿE-&ÿ
ÿ

*(+(/Q4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿÿ0112ÿ776ÿR4D4ÿ+(ÿ77SO4ÿ
ÿ M4ÿÿTUVÿ+(ÿ7Oÿ&474ÿ
ÿ 64ÿWXÿVYVÿ"=,+$*G%ÿ>4ÿR&%(/'ÿD(+(/*ÿ9M6ÿD4ÿ;(4ÿ 7Pÿ 7S7MÿZ 96QÿZFB/52,/ÿ+ÿ5/'/,+33<ÿ
3%3/&*/'ÿ5%,/+,$*ÿ'/+3/,ÿ$+<ÿ*/33ÿ+ÿE-&ÿ()/ÿ.2-3'6=/ÿ4-,3)+*/,ÿ$-*(ÿ4,2>%'/ÿ3/,(+%&ÿ4/,*2&+3ÿ%&6
52,$+(%2&ÿ*)2.ÿ4)2(2ÿ%'/&(%5%3+(%2&ÿ+&'ÿ4+**ÿ+ÿ=+3GE,2-&'ÿ3)/3G4IQLÿÿ[1ÿ9ÿR4D4;4ÿÿ
\ÿPMZ+QZ 9QÿZF 2ÿ4/,*2&ÿ*)+33ÿ/&E+E/ÿ%&ÿ()/ÿ=-*%&/**ÿ25ÿ%$42,(%&Eÿ$+&-5+3(-,%&Eÿ2,ÿ'/+3%&Eÿ%&ÿ
5%,/+,$*ÿ2,ÿ%$42,(%&Eÿ2,ÿ$+&-5+3(-,%&Eÿ+$$-&%(%2&ÿ-&(%3ÿ)/ÿ)+*ÿ5%3/'ÿ+&ÿ+443%3+(%2&ÿ.%()ÿ+&'ÿ,/6
3/%>/'ÿ+ÿ3%3/&*/ÿ(2ÿ'2ÿ*2ÿ5,2$ÿ()/ÿ"((2,&/<ÿ9/&/,+34IQ4ÿ
ÿ 74ÿÿÿ
Wÿ0112ÿ776ÿR4D4ÿ+(ÿ77SO4ÿ
ÿ 74ÿÿWÿ2[ÿ+,(ÿ4ÿ
ÿ O4ÿÿWÿ0112ÿ777ÿR4D4ÿ+(ÿ7 ÿ&4O4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿÿTUVÿ
ÿ P4ÿÿWÿUVÿ+(ÿ7 SP4ÿ

ÿ
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$%&3%'(ÿ)&*%ÿ&+,ÿ-%.2+$ÿ"/%+$/%+0ÿ'12)0(ÿ(345%.0ÿ02ÿ-%.2+$ÿ"/%+$/%+0ÿ
/%&+(6%+$(ÿ(.'301+,4ÿ
"+$ÿ0)%'%ÿ,23ÿ)&*%ÿ104ÿÿ7)1(ÿ1(ÿ0)%ÿ2+3,ÿ231$&+.%ÿ8'2/ÿ0)%ÿ/&52'10,ÿ1+ÿ
9::;ÿ<10)ÿ&+,ÿ4%&'1+2ÿ3=2+ÿ81'%&'/(ÿ.2//%'.%4ÿ
>8ÿ0)%ÿ0<2ÿ$1((%+0(ÿ1+ÿ9::;ÿ?3(01.%ÿ@'%,%'A(ÿ(0&+$(ÿ230ÿ&(ÿ0)%ÿ/2(0ÿ
&==31.&43%ÿ02ÿ0)%ÿ'%233&012+ÿ28ÿ81'%&'/(ÿ.2//%'.%4ÿÿB%ÿ4%21+(ÿ4,ÿ(0&01+2ÿ)1(ÿ
=2(1012+ÿ0)&0ÿ0)%ÿ-%.2+$ÿ"/%+$/%+0ÿ1(ÿ&ÿ.233%.01*%ÿ'12)0C0)%ÿ'12)0ÿ02ÿD%%=ÿ
&'/(ÿ82'ÿ/13101&ÿ+20ÿ(%386$%8%+(%ÿ=3'=2(%(4EÿÿB%ÿ0)%+ÿ/2*%(ÿ02ÿ0)%ÿD%,ÿ=&'0ÿ
28ÿ)1(ÿ$1((%+0ÿ82'ÿ23'ÿ=3'=2(%(C0)%ÿ1$%&ÿ0)&0ÿ&ÿF@&3&+.1+2ÿ28ÿ+0%'%(0(Gÿ0%(0ÿ
()233$ÿ4%ÿ3(%$ÿ02ÿ53$2%ÿ3&<(ÿ0)&0ÿ43'$%+ÿ-%.2+$ÿ"/%+$/%+0ÿ'12)0(4E9ÿÿ-0'1.0ÿ
(.'301+,ÿ<133ÿ&3<&,(ÿ4%ÿ/%0ÿ1+ÿ23+ÿ'%233&012+ÿ.&(%(ÿ)%ÿ&'23%(ÿ4%.&3(%ÿ0)%ÿ
22*%'+/%+0ÿ&3<&,(ÿ)E&(ÿ&ÿ.2/=%331+2ÿ1+0%'%(0ÿ1+ÿ0)%ÿF(&8%0,ÿ&+$ÿ1+$%%$ÿ0)%ÿ
31*%(ÿ28ÿ10(ÿ.101H%+(4G ÿÿ7)1(ÿ/%&+(ÿ0)&0ÿ%*%',ÿ&+&3,(1(ÿ28ÿ&ÿ23+ÿ'%233&012+ÿ
<133ÿ03'+ÿ1+02ÿ&ÿ4&3&+.1+2ÿ28ÿ0)%ÿ22*%'+/%+0A(ÿ.2/=%331+2ÿ1+0%'E%I(0ÿ1+ÿ(&8%0,ÿ
*%'(3(ÿ0)%ÿ43'$%+ÿ2+ÿ&+ÿ1+$1*1$3&3A(ÿ-%.2+$ÿ"/%+$/%+0ÿ'12)0(4ÿ
72ÿ&*21$ÿ0)1(ÿ(3%12)0ÿ28ÿ)&+$ÿ?3(01.%ÿ@'%,%'ÿ.3&1/%$ÿ0)&0ÿ)%ÿF<233$ÿ
(1/=3,ÿ&$2=0ÿ(3.)ÿ&+ÿ1+0%'%(064&3&+.1+2ÿ1+J31',ÿ%K=31.103,4GE6ÿÿ7)1(ÿ1+0%'%(06
4&3&+.1+2ÿ&=='2&.)ÿ1(ÿ1/=2'0&+0ÿ4%.&3(%ÿ10ÿ'%(%/43%(ÿ0)%ÿ&+&3,(1(ÿ0)%ÿ.1'.310ÿ
.23'0(ÿ'%(2'0ÿ02ÿ1+ÿ81'%&'/(ÿ.2//%'.%ÿ.&(%(4ELÿÿ7)%ÿ412ÿJ3%(012+ÿ$1(.3((%$ÿ1+ÿ
&'0ÿÿ<133ÿ4%ÿ<)%0)%'ÿ0)%ÿ/&52'10,ÿ28ÿ53(01.%(ÿ1+ÿ&ÿ8303'%ÿ81'%&'/(ÿ.2/6
/%'.%ÿ.&(%ÿ&0ÿ0)%ÿ-3='%/%ÿM23'0ÿ<133ÿ'%5%.0ÿ0)%ÿ.1'.310ÿ.23'0ÿ4&E37&+.1+2ÿ0%(0ÿ
53(0ÿ&(ÿ0)%ÿ/&52'10,ÿ'%5%.0%$ÿ?3(01.%ÿ@'%,%'A(ÿ&=='2&.)ÿ1+ÿ9::;4ÿÿ#10)ÿ0)%ÿ
%*&33&012+ÿ28ÿ9::;ÿ.2/=3%0%ÿ0)%ÿ+%K0ÿ(%.012+ÿ4'1%83,ÿ%*&33&0%(ÿ)2<ÿ0)%ÿ
NOPQ:RÿSTÿUVWÿÿUOQXÿ.&(%ÿ'%10%'&0%$ÿ0)1(ÿ231$&+.%ÿ8'2/ÿ9::;ÿ&+$ÿ
/&$%ÿ0)%ÿ-%.2+$ÿ"/%+$/%+0ÿ&==31.&43%ÿ02ÿ%*&33&0%ÿ(0&0%ÿ&+$ÿ32.&3ÿ3&<(4ÿ
TÿY.2+&3$ÿ*4ÿM10,ÿ28ÿM)1.&22Zÿ[O;\;QVÿÿVÿ]ORÿ^_R_Vÿ
VÿVÿ]VQVÿ̀ÿRQOÿ;ÿa;Q;_ÿU__;OÿUQÿ
NOPQ:RÿSTÿUVWÿÿUOQXEbÿ1(ÿ0)%ÿ(%.2+$ÿ/2(0ÿ1+833%+01&3ÿ.&(%ÿ1+ÿ0)%ÿ
'%.%+0ÿ$%*%32=/%+0ÿ28ÿ-%.2+$ÿ"/%+$/%+0ÿ53'1(='3$%+.%4ÿÿ#)%+ÿ10ÿ.2/%(ÿ02ÿ
ÿ
ÿE4ÿÿ]ÿRTÿ&0ÿ79ÿc@'%,%'ÿ?4ÿ$1((%+01+2d4ÿ
ÿE94ÿ]ÿRTÿ&0ÿ7Eÿ
ÿE4ÿÿ[RTÿcJ3201+2ÿe+10%$ÿ-0&0%(ÿ*4ÿ-&3%'+2ÿ69ÿe4-4ÿbIEÿbLLÿc9Ebdd4ÿ
ÿEI4ÿÿ[RTÿ
ÿE64ÿ[RTÿ
ÿEL4ÿ]ÿ;Qÿ&'0ÿ4ÿ
ÿE74ÿÿ]ÿ9::;ÿLL6ÿe4-4ÿ&0ÿ7Eÿc@'%,%'ÿ?4ÿ$1((%+01+2d4ÿ
ÿEb4ÿL79ÿe4-4ÿb6ÿc 9d4ÿ
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$%&3'&()*+ÿ(,$ÿ-2*.()('()2*&3)(/ÿ20ÿ0)1$&12.ÿ-222$
1-$ÿ1$+'3&()2*.ÿ,23$%$1ÿ
(,).ÿ+12'*451$&6)*+ÿ-&.$ÿ).ÿ&ÿ5)(ÿ3$..ÿ7$1()*$*(48ÿÿ9:;<=>?ÿ6$/ÿ-2*(1)5'@
()2*.ÿ021ÿ2'1ÿ7'172.$.ÿ.($2ÿ01228ÿA9Bÿ(,$ÿ71)*-)73$.ÿ)(ÿ1$)($1&($.ÿ0122ÿC==Dÿ
2*ÿ(,$ÿ-222$1-)&3ÿ.&3$ÿ20ÿ&12.ÿABÿ)(.ÿ4).-3&)2$1ÿ(,&(ÿ)*($1$.(ÿ5&3&*-)*+ÿ
-&**2(ÿ5$ÿ(,$ÿE'4)-)&3ÿ&7712&-,ÿ(2ÿ$%&3'&()*+ÿ+'*ÿ1$+'3&()2*.ÿ&*4ÿAFBÿ(,$ÿ
0&-(ÿ(,&(ÿ(,$ÿG'71$2$ÿH2'1(ÿ021ÿ(,$ÿ0)1.(ÿ()2$ÿ&773)$4ÿ(,$ÿG$-2*4ÿ"2$*4@
2$*(ÿ712($-()2*.ÿ.'10&-$4ÿ)*ÿC==Dÿ(2ÿ.(&($ÿ9&*4ÿ32-&3ÿ3$+).3&()2*488ÿÿ#)(,ÿ(,).ÿ
)*ÿ2)*4ÿ(,$ÿ9:;<=>ÿ&*&3/.).ÿ).ÿ51)$0$14 ÿÿI'(ÿ9:;<=>ÿ.()33ÿ2&(($1.ÿ
5$-&'.$ÿ)(ÿ(22ÿ+')4$.ÿ323$1ÿ-2'1(ÿ)*($171$(&()2*ÿ3,$*ÿ+'*ÿ4$&3$1.ÿ)*%9296$ÿ(,$ÿ
G$-2*4ÿ"2$*42$*(ÿ(2ÿ-,&33$*+$ÿ.(&($ÿ&*4ÿ32-&3ÿ0)1$&12.ÿ1$+'3&()2*.4 ÿ
94ÿJ,$ÿK&-(.ÿ
J,$ÿ0&-(.ÿ)*ÿ9:;<=>ÿ&1$ÿ.(1)6)*+3/ÿ.)2)3&1ÿ(2ÿC==D4ÿÿ"ÿ+12'7ÿ20ÿ
73&)*()00.ÿ02'*4ÿ(,$2.$3%$.ÿ5&.)-&33/ÿ5&**$4ÿ5/ÿ32-&3ÿ3&3.ÿ)*ÿ(,$ÿ-)()$.ÿ20ÿ
H,)-&+2ÿ&*4ÿ9L&6ÿ&16ÿ33)*2).ÿ0122ÿ72..$..)*+ÿ,&*4+'*.ÿ)*ÿ(,$)1ÿ,22$.ÿ021ÿ
.$30@4$0$*.$4 ÿÿM2)*$4ÿ5/ÿ(,$ÿ"ÿ(,$/ÿ-,&33$*+$4ÿ(,$.$ÿ3&3.ÿ&.ÿ)*($109$F1@
)*+ÿ3)(,ÿ(,$)1ÿ)*4)%)4'&3ÿG$-2*4ÿ"2$*42$*(ÿ1)+,(ÿ(2ÿ6$$7ÿ&*4ÿ5$&1ÿ&12.4 ÿ
J,$.$ÿ.')(.ÿ3$1$ÿ0)3$4ÿ&ÿ2$1$ÿ2*$ÿ4&/ÿ&0($1ÿC==Dÿ3&.ÿ4$-)4$4ÿ&*4ÿ3$1$ÿ
$%$*('&33/ÿ-2*.23)4&($4ÿ)*ÿ(,$ÿ21(,$1*ÿ).(1)-(ÿ20ÿ33)*2).496ÿ
ÿ

ÿ84ÿNOÿPQPÿ4R4ÿG(&($ÿ)03$ÿSÿ).(23ÿ"..T*4ÿ%4ÿH'222ÿ 6ÿK4F4ÿ6 ÿU6ÿA4ÿH)14ÿ 9UBÿA.(&(@
)*+ÿV9:;<=>ÿ3&.ÿ&ÿ3&*42&16ÿ-&.$ÿ)*ÿ2*$ÿ1$.7$-(W(,$ÿH2'1(ÿ,$34ÿ021ÿ(,$ÿ0)1.(ÿ()2$ÿ(,&(ÿ(,$ÿK2'1@
($$*(,ÿ"2$*42$*(ÿVX)*-21721&($.Tÿ(,$ÿG$-2*4ÿ"2$*42$*(ÿ&+&)*.(ÿ(,$ÿ.(&($.4ÿÿL(,$13).$ÿ9:;<=>ÿ
4)4ÿ*2(ÿ$Y7&*4ÿ'72*ÿC==D?ÿ&*&3/.).ÿ&*4ÿ.)273/ÿ1$)($1&($4ÿC==D?ÿ&..'1&*-$.ÿ1$+&14)*+ÿ(,$ÿ%)&5)3@
)(/ÿ20ÿ2&*/ÿ+'*@-2*(123ÿ712%).)2*.4ÿÿ $)(,$1ÿC==Dÿ*21ÿ9:;<=>ÿ(,$*ÿ4$3)*$&($4ÿ(,$ÿ71$-).$ÿ
.-27$ÿ20ÿ(,$ÿG$-2*4ÿ"2$*42$*(ÿ21ÿ(,$ÿ.(&*4&14.ÿ5/ÿ3,)-,ÿ323$1ÿ-2'1(.ÿ.,2'34ÿ&..$..ÿ(,$ÿ-2*.()('@
()2*&3)(/ÿ20ÿ0)1$&12.ÿ1$.(1)-()2*.4ZB4ÿ
ÿ884ÿ9:;<=>ÿU79ÿ[4G4ÿ&(ÿ\7ÿA1$7$&()*+ÿ(,$ÿ&..$1()2*.ÿ20ÿ(,$ÿH2'1(ÿ)*ÿC==DB]ÿ>Pÿ&(ÿ\8^89ÿ
A1$E$-()*+ÿ(,$ÿ)*($1$.(@5&3&*-)*+ÿ($.(B]ÿ>Pÿ&(ÿ\U^77ÿ\89ÿA&773/)*+ÿ(,$ÿG$-2*4ÿ"2$*42$*(ÿ712($-@
()2*.ÿ)*ÿC==Dÿ(2ÿ(,$ÿ.(&($.B4ÿ
ÿ9 4ÿNÿ>Pÿ&(ÿ\7]ÿC==DÿUU6ÿ[4G4ÿ&(ÿ77^\4ÿ
ÿ994ÿNÿ9:;<=>ÿU79ÿ[4G4ÿ&(ÿ\89ÿAV0J,$ÿ'$ÿ12-$..ÿH3&'.$ÿ20ÿ(,$ÿK2'1($$*(,ÿ"2$*42$*(ÿ
)*-21721&($.ÿ(,$ÿG$-2*4ÿ"2$*42$*(ÿ1)+,(ÿ1$-2+*)_$4ÿ)*ÿC==D4ZB4ÿ
ÿ9 4ÿNÿ9:;<=>ÿU79ÿ[4G4ÿ&(ÿ\U4ÿÿH,)-&+2T.ÿ214)*&*-$ÿ5&**$4ÿ72..$..)2*ÿ20ÿ0)1$&12.ÿ3)(,2'(ÿ
&ÿ%&3)4ÿ1$+).(1&()2*ÿ-$1()0)-&($ÿ0122ÿ(,$ÿ-)(/ÿ&ÿ-$1()0)-&($ÿ(,&(ÿ3&.ÿ5&.)-&33/ÿ5&**$4ÿ5/ÿ&*2(,$1ÿ.$-()2*ÿ
20ÿ(,$ÿ3&34ÿÿ̀>PÿÿJ,$ÿ1)33&+$ÿ20ÿL&6ÿ&16ÿ5&**$4ÿ(,$ÿ72..$..)2*ÿ20ÿ&*/ÿ0)1$&124ÿÿ̀>Pÿ
ÿ9F4ÿÿNÿ>Pÿ&(ÿ\UÿA.(&()*+ÿ(,$ÿ73&)*()00.Tÿ&1+'2$*(ÿ(,&(ÿ(,$ÿ3&3.ÿ&(ÿ)..'$ÿV%)23&($ÿ(,$ÿG$-2*4ÿ&*4ÿ
K2'1($$*(,ÿ"2$*42$*(.ÿ(2ÿ(,$ÿ[*)($4ÿG(&($.ÿH2*.()('()2*Zÿ&*4ÿ(,&(ÿ&33ÿ(,$ÿ0)3$4ÿ-&.$.ÿ3$1$ÿ-2*.23)@
4&($4ÿ'*4$1ÿ2*$ÿ4).(1)-(ÿ-2'1(ÿE'4+$B4ÿ
ÿ964ÿ "ÿ%4ÿ1)334ÿ20ÿL&6ÿ&16ÿAa<bÿc<DbBÿ79\ÿK4ÿG'774ÿ4ÿ\U ÿ\UÿA 44ÿ334ÿ Bÿd<:<e>ÿfÿ
gPÿ9:;<=>ÿU79ÿ[4G4ÿ\6ÿA 9B4ÿ
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4ÿ%&'()*ÿ+,-ÿ!2.-/ÿ021/23ÿ4ÿ+,-ÿ562/72/82925ÿ262/95-ÿ
+,-ÿ%&'()*ÿ7389529::3ÿ-562152-/-;ÿ85ÿ9<<-;982-ÿ7/2=3-<4ÿÿ>))?@ÿ
/1395Aÿ87739-;ÿ22ÿA15ÿ/-A13829253ÿ7/2<13A82-;ÿ15;-/ÿ:-;-/83ÿ38.4ÿÿ+,93ÿ93ÿ=-B
6813-ÿ2,-ÿ932/962ÿ2:ÿ0231<=98ÿ93ÿ8ÿ625329212925833CB6/-82-;ÿ:-;-/83ÿ-5638D-ÿ
.,96,ÿ<8E-3ÿ404ÿ38.ÿ8E95ÿ22ÿ:-;-/83ÿ38.49Fÿÿ+,-ÿG-625;ÿ"<-5;<-52ÿ,8;ÿ
5-D-/ÿ=-:2/-ÿ=--5ÿ13-;ÿ83ÿ8ÿ2223ÿ22ÿ32/9E-ÿ;2.5ÿ3282-ÿ85;ÿ32683ÿ38.3ÿ39E-ÿ
2,23-ÿ82ÿ9331-ÿ95ÿ%&'()*4ÿÿ5ÿ:862ÿ325A3285;95AÿG17/-<-ÿ021/2ÿ7/-6-;-52ÿ
H69/68ÿ9$$Iÿ6389<-;9ÿ72,82ÿ2,-ÿJ933ÿ2:ÿ9A,23ÿ.83ÿ952-5;-;ÿ22ÿ=95;ÿ253Cÿ2,-ÿ
:-;-/83ÿA2D-/5<-524 ÿ
+,-ÿ/829:9682925ÿ2:ÿ2,-ÿK21/2--52,ÿ"<-5;<-52ÿ95ÿ97 ÿ,2.-D-/ÿ
6,85A-;ÿ2,-ÿ/13-349Lÿÿ"/A1<-523ÿ=-A85ÿ22ÿ69/61382-ÿ2,82ÿ2,-ÿ1-ÿ/26-33ÿ
03813-ÿ95ÿ2,-ÿK21/2--52,ÿ"<-5;<-52M.,96,ÿ/-8;3ÿN52/ÿ3,833ÿ85CÿG282-ÿ;-B
7/9D-9ÿ85Cÿ7-/325ÿ2:ÿ39:-ÿ39=-/2Cÿ2/ÿ7/27-/2Cÿ.92,212ÿ;1-ÿ7/26-33ÿ2:ÿ
38.O M.83ÿ<-852ÿ22ÿ7/22-62ÿ/9A,23ÿ2,82ÿ8/-ÿN;--73Cÿ/222-;ÿ95ÿ2,-ÿ582925P3ÿ
2/8;92925Oÿ:/2<ÿ95D839254ÿÿ+,-3-ÿ/9A,23ÿ8/-ÿ32ÿ:15;8<-5283ÿ2,-ÿ2,-2/CÿA2-3ÿ
2,82ÿ5-92,-/ÿ2,-ÿ:-;-/83ÿA2D-/5<-52ÿ?ÿ3282-ÿ85;ÿ32683ÿA2D-/5<-523ÿ685ÿ28E-ÿ
2,-<ÿ8.8C49Qÿ
+,-ÿG17/-<-ÿ021/2ÿ8A/--;ÿ85;ÿ332.3Cÿ=-A85ÿ22ÿ,23;ÿ2,82ÿ6-/2895ÿA18/85B
2--3ÿ95ÿ2,-ÿJ933ÿ2:ÿ9A,23ÿ833929ÿ=95;ÿ25ÿ2,-ÿ3282-3ÿD98ÿ2,-ÿK21/2--52,ÿ"<-5;B
<-52P3ÿ1-ÿ/26-33ÿ03813-4 ÿÿ+,93ÿ7/26-33ÿ93ÿ6833-;ÿN3-3-629D-ÿ9562/72/8B
2925Oÿ=-6813-ÿ253Cÿ32<-ÿ2:ÿ2,-ÿJ933ÿ2:ÿ9A,23ÿ7/22-629253ÿ8/-ÿ:215;ÿ22ÿ=-ÿ
;--73Cÿ/222-;ÿ-521A,ÿH94-4ÿ-D8318929-9;ÿ85;ÿ3-3-62-;ÿ=Cÿ2,-ÿR13296-3ÿ83ÿ316,Iÿ22ÿ
=95;ÿ3282-ÿ85;ÿ32683ÿA2D-/5<-5234 ÿ
ÿ
ÿ9F4ÿÿ+,-ÿ932/962ÿ2:ÿ0231<=98ÿ93ÿA2D-/5-;ÿ15;-/ÿ2,-ÿ812,2/92Cÿ2:ÿ2,-ÿ:-;-/83ÿA2D-/5<-524ÿÿSÿ'Tÿ
>UÿV)ÿ0WX 0!ÿWKÿ+YÿG+0+ÿWKÿ0W!XZJ"ÿ,2278[[;66215693413[78A-3[;6B,2<-B/13-ÿH3832ÿ
D9392-;ÿG-724ÿ9Fÿ 9IÿH328295Aÿ2,82ÿ15;-/ÿ2,-ÿY2<-ÿ13-ÿ"62ÿN025A/-33ÿ/-D9-.3ÿ833ÿ3-A93382925ÿ
7833-;ÿ=Cÿ2,-ÿ0404ÿ0215693ÿ=-:2/-ÿ92ÿ685ÿ=-62<-ÿ38.ÿ85;ÿ/-28953ÿ812,2/92Cÿ2D-/ÿ2,-ÿ932/962P3ÿ
=1;A-24ÿÿ"332ÿ2,-ÿ/-39;-52ÿ87729523ÿ2,-ÿ932/962P3ÿ\1;A-3ÿ85;ÿ2,-ÿ932/962ÿ32933ÿ,83ÿ52ÿD2295Aÿ/-7/-B
3-5282925ÿ95ÿ025A/-334OI4ÿ
ÿ974ÿÿJ8//25ÿ]ÿ?)^ÿ+9-/585ÿD4ÿZ8C2/ÿ2:ÿJ8329<2/-ÿ$ÿX4G4ÿ6$ÿ6LÿH9$$IÿH,23;95Aÿ95ÿ85ÿ2795B
925ÿ=Cÿ0,9-:ÿR13296-ÿR2,5ÿZ8/3,833ÿ2,82ÿ2,-ÿ_1-32925ÿ2:ÿ.,-2,-/ÿ2,-ÿJ933ÿ2:ÿ9A,23ÿ87739-;ÿ22ÿ2,-ÿ:-;B
-/83ÿA2D-/5<-52ÿ-`63139D-3Cÿ.83ÿN2:ÿA/-82ÿ9<72/2856-Oÿ=12ÿN522ÿ2:ÿ<16,ÿ;9::96132COI4ÿ
ÿ9L4ÿSÿ%&'()*ÿF79ÿX4G4ÿ82ÿL7Fa774ÿ
ÿ9 4ÿX4G4ÿ0W G+4ÿ8<-5;4ÿb1ÿcÿ94ÿ
ÿ9Q4ÿ%&'()*ÿF79ÿX4G4ÿ82ÿL7Fa77ÿH69295AÿZ8332CÿD4ÿY2A85ÿ$LÿX4G4ÿ9ÿ9a99ÿH9Q76II4ÿ
ÿ994ÿÿSÿ%&'()*ÿF79ÿX4G4ÿ82ÿL7Fa774ÿ
ÿ9994ÿÿK2/ÿ-`8<73-ÿ2,-ÿG17/-<-ÿ021/2ÿ,83ÿ13-;ÿ3-3-629D-ÿ9562/72/82925ÿ22ÿ<8E-ÿ2,-ÿ:2332.95Aÿ
A18/852--3ÿ8773968=3-ÿ22ÿ2,-ÿ3282-38ÿ2,-ÿK9/32ÿ"<-5;<-52P3ÿ7/22-62925ÿ2:ÿ:/--ÿ-`7/-33925ÿÿ0852B
.-33ÿD4ÿ0255-629612ÿ$9ÿX4G4ÿQ7ÿ$$a6ÿH9Q6Idÿ2,-ÿK9/32ÿ"<-5;<-52P3ÿ328=393,<-52ÿ03813-ÿÿ
G6,4ÿ9324ÿ2:ÿ"=95A225ÿ+.74ÿD4ÿG6,-<77ÿ$L6ÿX4G4ÿ $ÿ 7aLÿH9Q7$Idÿ2,-ÿK9/32ÿ"<-5;<-52ÿ7/2B
2-62925ÿ2:ÿ:/--;2<ÿ2:ÿ2,-ÿ7/-33ÿÿ-8/ÿD4ÿZ955-3228ÿ]ÿ?)^ÿW3325ÿ $ÿX4G4ÿ7QLÿL a$ÿH9Q$9Idÿ
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$%&ÿ'()*+,ÿ-3./01/223ÿ0&&4&4ÿ12ÿ5206/05&ÿ1%&ÿ527813ÿ%&.8/09ÿ1%&/8ÿ
5.3&ÿ1%.1ÿ1%&ÿ/04/6/47.3ÿ8/9%1ÿ12ÿ:&&-ÿ.04ÿ;&.8ÿ.8<3ÿ282<ÿ=
++>ÿ/3ÿ.ÿ3/;&81?ÿ
/01&8&31ÿ4&&-3?ÿ8221&4ÿ/0ÿ1%&ÿ18.4/1/20ÿ22ÿ1%&ÿ@0/1&4ÿA1.1&3499ÿÿ2ÿ3755&33273ÿ
1%&ÿA&5204ÿ"<&04<&01ÿB2734ÿ;&ÿ.--3/&4ÿC28ÿ/0528-28.1&4Dÿ12ÿE749&ÿ1%&ÿ520F
31/171/20.3/1?ÿ22ÿ31.1&ÿ.04ÿ325.3ÿ3.B34ÿÿG27813ÿB2734ÿ1%&0ÿ;&ÿ2.8ÿ<28&ÿ3/:&3?ÿ12ÿ
%234ÿ1%.1ÿ/04/6/47.3ÿ970ÿ2B0&83ÿ.8&ÿ-821&51&4ÿ282<ÿ&H5&33/6&3?ÿ;784&032<&ÿ
970ÿ8&973.1/203ÿ&0.51&4ÿ;?ÿ31.1&ÿ.04ÿ325.3ÿ926&80<&0134ÿÿ"04ÿ1%&ÿ'()*+,ÿ
-3./01/223ÿ52734ÿ1%&0ÿ.897&ÿ1%.1ÿ1%&ÿ8&973.1/203ÿ&0.51&4ÿ;?ÿG%/5.92ÿ.04ÿI.:ÿ
.8:ÿB&8&ÿ22ÿ1%&ÿ&H5&33/6&3?ÿ;784&032<&ÿ1?-&ÿB%/5%ÿ6/23.1&ÿ1%&ÿA&5204ÿ
"<&04<&01499Jÿ
&8%.-3ÿ2;6/2733?ÿ2&4&8.3ÿ4/318/51ÿ.04ÿ5/857/1ÿ527813ÿ3.5:ÿ1%&ÿ.71%28/1?K
28ÿ.1ÿ3&.31ÿ1%&ÿB/33/090&33K12ÿ<.:&ÿ1%/3ÿ1?-&ÿ22ÿ/0528-28.1/20ÿ4&5/3/20ÿ20ÿ
1%&/8ÿ2B04ÿÿ$%&3&ÿE749&3ÿ.8&ÿ;2704ÿ;?ÿ1%&ÿA7-8&<&ÿG2781ÿ.04ÿ3.5:/09ÿ97/4F
.05&ÿ282<ÿ1%&ÿL731/5&3ÿ;?ÿ5/857/1ÿ-8&5&4&014ÿÿ1ÿ/3ÿ282B0&4ÿ7-20ÿ228ÿ.ÿ32B&8ÿ
52781ÿ12ÿ.01/5/-.919&6ÿB%.1ÿ1%&ÿA7-8&<&ÿG2781ÿB/33ÿC28ÿ-&8%.-3ÿ3%2734Dÿ42ÿ.04ÿ
.51ÿ.55284/093?4 ÿÿ$%/3ÿ873&ÿ%2343ÿ703&33ÿ5/857/1ÿ9-98M&5&4&01ÿ/3ÿ26&8873&4ÿ28ÿ
1%&ÿ5.3&ÿ/3ÿ20&ÿ22ÿ2/831ÿ/<-8&33/20ÿ/0ÿ1%&ÿ5/857/14 ÿÿ$%&ÿA&6&01%ÿG/857/1ÿ
%&.8/09ÿ1%&ÿ'()*+,ÿ5.3&ÿ%.4ÿ53&.8ÿ5/857/1ÿ-8&5&4&01ÿ8&/1&8.1/09ÿ1%/3ÿ9&0F
&8.3ÿ873&8ÿ
N$%&ÿA7-8&<&ÿG2781ÿ%.3ÿ1234ÿ1%&ÿ32B&8ÿ527813ÿ1%.1ÿ1%&?ÿ.8&ÿ021ÿ12ÿ.01/5/-.1&ÿ
1%&ÿ26&8873/09ÿ22ÿ.ÿA7-8&<&ÿG2781ÿ4&5/3/20ÿ;71ÿ.8&ÿ12ÿ5203/4&8ÿ1%&<3&36&3ÿ
;2704ÿ;?ÿ/1ÿ701/3ÿ.04ÿ703&33ÿ1%&ÿG2781ÿ26&8873&3ÿ/1ÿ%2B&6&8ÿ271ÿ22ÿ31&-ÿB/1%ÿ
ÿ

1%&ÿO/831ÿ"<&04<&01ÿ-821&51/20ÿ22ÿ1%&ÿ28&&42<ÿ22ÿ.33&<;3?ÿÿ&L209&ÿ64ÿI8&920ÿPPÿ@4A4ÿJMJÿ
C9PJQDRÿ1%&ÿO2781%ÿ"<&04<&01ÿ-821&51/20ÿ.9./031ÿ708&.320.;3&ÿ3&.85%&3ÿ.04ÿ3&/S78&3ÿÿT.--ÿ64ÿ
I%/2ÿJ7Qÿ@4A4ÿ76Jÿ77ÿC9P79DRÿ1%&ÿO/21%ÿ"<&04<&01ÿ8/9%1ÿ.9./031ÿ3&32F/058/</0.1/20ÿÿT/8.04.ÿ
64ÿ"8/S20.ÿJ6ÿ@4A4ÿ6J7ÿ666ÿC9P77DRÿ1%&ÿA/H1%ÿ"<&04<&01ÿ8/9%1ÿ12ÿ52703&3ÿ228ÿ/04/9&01ÿ4&2&04.013ÿ
ÿU/4&20ÿ64ÿ#./0B8/9%1ÿJQÿ@4A4ÿJJMÿJJPV6MÿC9P7JD4ÿÿ$%/3ÿ/3ÿE731ÿ.ÿ1.31&Rÿ1%&8&ÿ.8&ÿ21%&8ÿ97.8.0F
1&&3ÿ3&3&51/6&3?ÿ/0528-28.1&4ÿ;?ÿ1%&ÿA7-8&<&ÿG27814ÿÿG206&83&3?ÿ21%&8ÿ97.8.01&&3ÿ%.6&ÿ021ÿ;&&0ÿ
3&3&51/6&3?ÿ/0528-28.1&44ÿÿWXÿYZYÿ[.8820ÿ64ÿT.?28ÿ22ÿ[.31/<28&ÿJÿ@4A4ÿ6JÿMVM9ÿC9JJDÿC4&F
53/0/09ÿ12ÿ/0528-28.1&ÿ1%&ÿO/21%ÿ"<&04<&01ÿ97.8.01&&ÿ22ÿNE731ÿ52<-&03.1/20\ÿ228ÿ1%&ÿ1.:/09ÿ22ÿ-82-F
&81?D4ÿ
ÿ994ÿWÿ'()*+,ÿM79ÿ@4A4ÿ.1ÿQ7ÿC5/1/09ÿA0?4&8ÿ64ÿT.33.5%73&113ÿP9ÿ@4A4ÿPQÿ9MÿC9PJ6Dÿ
C3%2B/09ÿ1%.1ÿ1%&ÿ7&ÿ825&33ÿ53.73&ÿ-821&513ÿ8/9%13ÿ1%.1ÿ.8&ÿN32ÿ8221&4ÿ/0ÿ1%&ÿ18.4/1/203ÿ.04ÿ520F
35/273\ÿ22ÿ278ÿ-&2-3&ÿ1%.1ÿ1%&?ÿ.8&ÿ5203/4&8&4ÿ2704.<&01.3DD4ÿ
ÿ99J4ÿÿWÿ"ÿ64ÿ1/334ÿ22ÿI.:ÿ.8:ÿC]*^ÿ_*>^Dÿ79QÿO4ÿA7--4ÿ4ÿQM ÿQMJÿC 44ÿ334ÿ D4ÿ
ÿ9964ÿÿWÿA.;.0ÿ64ÿ@0/1&4ÿA1.1&3ÿ@4A4ÿ&-`1ÿ22ÿ!.;28ÿMPÿO4J4ÿJQ7ÿJQÿCQ1%ÿG/84ÿ QD4ÿ
ÿ99M4ÿÿ/318/51ÿG2781ÿL749&ÿT/3120ÿA%.478ÿ31.1&4ÿ1%/3ÿB&33ÿ/0ÿ%/3ÿ2-/0/20ÿ4&53/0/09ÿ12ÿ/0528-28.1&ÿ1%&ÿ
A&5204ÿ"<&04<&01ÿ/0ÿ1%/3ÿ5.3&8ÿN1%&ÿE749&`3ÿ471?ÿ0/3ÿ12ÿ22332Bÿ&31.;3/3%&4ÿ-8&5&4&01ÿ/0ÿ1%&ÿG2781ÿ
22ÿ"--&.33ÿ12ÿB%/5%ÿ%&ÿ28ÿ3%&ÿ/3ÿ;&%234&0ÿ&6&0ÿ1%279%ÿ1%&ÿ329/5ÿ22ÿ<28&ÿ8&5&01ÿ5.3&3.Bÿ<.?ÿ-2/01ÿ
/0ÿ.ÿ4/22&8&01ÿ4/8&51/204\ÿÿ]*^ÿ_*>^ÿ79QÿO4ÿA7--4ÿ4ÿ.1ÿQMJ4ÿÿ&5.33ÿ1%.1ÿ1%&ÿ5.3&F22F2/831F/<-8&33/20ÿ
.093&ÿ/3ÿB%.1ÿ1%&ÿ4G4ÿG/857/1ÿ-.0&3ÿ73&4ÿ12ÿ2/04ÿ1%&ÿ/04/6/47.3ÿ8/9%1ÿ12ÿ:&&-ÿ.04ÿ;&.8ÿ.8<3ÿ/0ÿ=++>4ÿÿ
/318/51ÿ22ÿG237<;/.ÿ64ÿa&33&8ÿMM6ÿ@4A4ÿMQ ÿ77VQÿC D4ÿ
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%&''()*ÿ*'()+,ÿ-)ÿ*.(ÿ'(3(/0)*ÿ%0,(ÿ301ÿ*.(ÿ%0,(ÿ203ÿ4(45997ÿ999
'(+-%*0433ÿ*.(ÿ630-)*-77,ÿ32,*ÿ-)ÿ42*.ÿ*.(ÿ-,*'-%*ÿ82&'* ÿ0)+ÿ*.(ÿ:(/;
()*.ÿ8-'%&-*ÿ2)ÿ066(03499ÿÿ(-*.('ÿ%2&'*ÿ10,ÿ1-33-)<ÿ*2ÿ2/(''&3(ÿ%-'%&-*ÿ6'(%;
(+()*ÿ0)+ÿ-<)2'(ÿ0ÿ722*)2*(ÿ-)ÿ=>>?ÿ*.0*ÿ%3(0'33ÿ,*0*(+ÿ*.0*ÿ*.(ÿ:&6'(2(ÿ
82&'*ÿ.0+ÿ)2*ÿ-)%2'62'0*(+ÿ*.(ÿ:(%2)+ÿ"2()+2()*ÿ*2ÿ*.(ÿ,*0*(,499@ÿÿA.(ÿ
:(/()*.ÿ8-'%&-*ÿ+-+ÿ72'(,.0+21ÿ*.(ÿ:&6'(2(ÿ82&'*B,ÿ&6%22-)<ÿ26-)-2)ÿ43ÿ
'(-*('0*-)<ÿ*.0*ÿ-)%2'62'0*-2)ÿ72'ÿ*.(ÿ:(%2)+ÿ"2()+2()*ÿ-,ÿC926()ÿ*2ÿ'((D;
02-)0*-2)ÿ43ÿ*.(ÿE&,*-%(,ÿ*.(2,(3/(,ÿ1.()ÿ*.(ÿ*-2(ÿ%22(,45 ÿÿA.(ÿ630-);
*-77,Bÿ2)33ÿ'(20-)-)<ÿ.26(ÿ10,ÿ*.0*ÿ*.(ÿ:&6'(2(ÿ82&'*ÿ12&3+ÿ*0F(ÿ*.(-'ÿ%0,(ÿ
0)+ÿ(D*()+ÿ*.(ÿ:(%2)+ÿ"2()+2()*ÿ*2ÿ,*0*(,ÿ0)+ÿ32%03ÿG&'-,+-%*-2),ÿ/-0ÿ-);
%2'62'0*-2)4ÿ
H4ÿIJKL>Mÿ0*ÿ*.(ÿ:&6'(2(ÿ82&'*ÿ
")+ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ*.(ÿ630-)*-77,Bÿ(772'*,ÿ1('(ÿ'(10'+(+4ÿÿA.(ÿ:&6'(2(ÿ82&'*ÿ*22Fÿ
*.(ÿ%0,(99ÿ0)+ÿ0<'((+ÿ*.0*ÿ*.(ÿ'-<.*ÿ*2ÿF((6ÿ0)+ÿ4(0'ÿ0'2,ÿ72'ÿ,(37;+(7(),(ÿ
10,ÿ+((633ÿ'22*(+ÿ)2*ÿ2)33ÿ-)ÿ*.(ÿ"2('-%0)ÿ*'0+-*-2)ÿ4&*ÿ03,2ÿC'(%2<)-N(+ÿ
43ÿ20)3ÿ3(<03ÿ,3,*(2,ÿ7'22ÿ0)%-()*ÿ*-2(,ÿ*2ÿ*.(ÿ6'(,()*ÿ+03459 ÿÿO'22ÿ*.(ÿ
)<3-,.ÿP-33ÿ27ÿ-<.*,ÿ*2ÿP30%F,*2)(ÿ0)+ÿ*.'2&<.ÿ*.(ÿ8-/-3ÿ#0'ÿ6('-2+ÿE&,;
*-%(ÿ"3-*2B,ÿ26-)-2)ÿ+(22),*'0*(+ÿ.21ÿ-262'*0)*ÿ*.(ÿ-)+-/-+&03ÿ'-<.*ÿ10,ÿ*2ÿ
0/('0<(ÿ"2('-%0),ÿ7'02(',ÿ927Hÿ*.(ÿ82),*-*&*-2)ÿ702-3-(,ÿ2)ÿ*.(ÿ7'2)*-('ÿ
7'((+ÿ,30/(,ÿ0423-*-2)-,*,ÿ(*%4 ÿÿE&,*-%(ÿ"3-*2ÿ%2)%3&+(+ÿ1-*.ÿ*.(ÿ,*0*(2()*8ÿ
C#(ÿ*.('(72'(ÿ.23+ÿ*.0*ÿ*.(ÿ&(ÿ'2%(,,ÿ830&,(ÿ27ÿ*.(ÿO2&'*(()*.ÿ"2(
)+;
2()*ÿ-)%2'62'0*(,ÿ*.(ÿ:(%2)+ÿ"2()+2()*ÿ'-<.*ÿ'(%2<)-N(+ÿ-)ÿ=>>?4596ÿ
ÿ
ÿ9974ÿÿQLRLÿ$@ÿO4H+ÿ0*ÿH9ÿS(26.0,-,ÿ22-**(+T4ÿ
ÿ9994ÿÿQÿVLWÿXL?Wÿ799ÿO4ÿ:&664ÿ+ÿ0*ÿ9$6ÿS.23+-)<ÿ*.0*ÿC*.-,ÿ82&'*Y+&*3ÿ42&)+ÿ0,ÿ-*ÿ-,ÿ*2ÿ0+.('(ÿ
*2ÿ*.(ÿ.23+-)<ÿ-)ÿ00ÿ:(/()*.ÿ8-'%&-*ÿ%0,(ÿ&6.23+-)<ÿ*.(ÿ301,ÿ-)ÿZ&(,*-2)ÿ'0*.('ÿ*.0)ÿ0%%(6*-)<ÿ630-);
*-77,Bÿ-)/-*0*-2)ÿ*2ÿ[2/(''&3(Bÿ-*Y+(%3-)(,ÿ*2ÿ'&3(ÿ*.0*ÿ*.(ÿ:(%2)+ÿ"2()+2()*ÿ-,ÿ-)%2'62'0*(+ÿ-)*2ÿ*.(ÿ
O2&'*(()*.ÿ"2()+2()*ÿ,2ÿ0,ÿ*2ÿ4(ÿ0663-%043(ÿ*2ÿ*.(ÿ8.-%0<2ÿ2'ÿ\0Fÿ0'Fÿ2'+-)0)%(,5T4ÿ
ÿ994ÿÿQÿ "ÿ/4ÿ8-*3ÿ27ÿ8.-%0<2ÿ$79ÿO4H+ÿ$7ÿ7ÿS9*.ÿ8-'4ÿ @TÿS.23+-)<ÿ*.0*ÿ*.(ÿ:(%2)+ÿ
"2()+2()*ÿ.0+ÿ)2*ÿ4(()ÿ-)%2'62'0*(+ÿ43ÿ*.(ÿ:&6'(2(ÿ82&'*ÿ0)+ÿ*.0*ÿC0'<&2()*,ÿ27ÿ*.-,ÿF-)+ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ
0'(ÿ72'ÿ*.(ÿE&,*-%(,ÿ'0*.('ÿ*.0)ÿ0ÿ%2&'*ÿ27ÿ066(03,5Tÿ]LJL^MÿRÿ_ÿ̀a%2)03+ÿ/4ÿ8-*3ÿ27ÿ8.-%0<2ÿ
$79ÿb4:4ÿ96ÿS 9T4ÿ
ÿ99@4ÿÿ"ÿ/4ÿ8-*3ÿ27ÿ8.-%0<2ÿ$79ÿO4H+ÿ0*ÿ$ÿS%-*-)<ÿ*.(ÿ722*)2*(ÿ7'22ÿE&,*-%(ÿ:%03-0B,ÿ26-)-2)ÿ-)ÿ
=>>?ÿ1.-%.ÿ20+(ÿ%3(0'ÿ*.0*ÿ6'-2'ÿ:&6'(2(ÿ82&'*ÿ%0,(,ÿ.0+ÿ)2*ÿ-)%2'62'0*(+ÿ*.(ÿ:(%2)+ÿ"2()+;
2()*ÿ*2ÿ*.(ÿ,*0*(,T4ÿ
ÿ9 4ÿÿcMÿ̀
ÿ994ÿÿQÿa%2)03+ÿ/4ÿ8-*3ÿ27ÿ8.-%0<2ÿ$79ÿb4:4ÿ96 ÿ9$HÿS 9T4ÿ
ÿ9 4ÿÿcMÿ̀0*ÿ9794ÿ
ÿ9H4ÿÿQÿMÿ̀0*ÿ979d94ÿ
ÿ964ÿÿcMÿ̀0*ÿ9@94ÿ
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!$%&ÿ'(()ÿ*+&ÿ2,*-2.&ÿ$/ÿ0123(4ÿ567ÿ-2/*829&87$63:&9&/ÿ6.2/;ÿ
*+&ÿ<,7*$-&7ÿ5+2ÿ&9&/*,633=ÿ>28.&?ÿ6ÿ.6@28$*=4ÿÿA/3=ÿB68*ÿ2>ÿ<,7*$-&ÿ"3$*2C7ÿ
-2/*8233$/;ÿ2B$/$2/ÿD&-6.&ÿD$/?$/;ÿB8&-&?&/*ÿ@2$/&?ÿD=ÿ>$9&ÿ@,7*$-&7:E+$&>ÿ
<,7*$-&ÿ2D&8*7ÿ6/?ÿ<,7*$-&7ÿF-63$6ÿG&//&?=ÿ6/?ÿH+2.6749IÿÿH+&ÿ8&.6$/J
?&8ÿ567ÿ@2$/&?9ÿ7D=ÿ6ÿ.&8&ÿB3,863$*=ÿ2>ÿ*+&ÿE2,8*ÿ67ÿ<,7*$-&ÿH+2.67ÿ?&-3$/&?ÿ
*2ÿ@2$/ÿ$/ÿ>,334 ÿÿ/7*&6?ÿ<,7*$-&ÿH+2.67ÿ*+2,;+*ÿ$*ÿB82B&8ÿ*2ÿ$/-28B286*&ÿ*+&ÿ
F&-2/?ÿ".&/?.&/*ÿ*+82,;+ÿ*+&ÿ8$9$3&;&7ÿ6/?ÿ..,/$*$&7ÿ9E3
6,7&ÿ2>ÿ*+&ÿ
K2,8*&&/*+ÿ".&/?.&/*ÿ67ÿ2BB27&?ÿ*2ÿ*+&ÿ,&ÿ82-&77ÿE36,7&4Lÿ
"7ÿ$/ÿ'(()ÿ*+&ÿ0123(4ÿ2B$/$2/ÿ;68/&8&?ÿ*52ÿ32/;ÿ?$77&/*7ÿ>82.ÿ*+&ÿ
76.&ÿ*52ÿ@,7*$-&749 ÿÿ<,7*$-&ÿF*&9&/7C7ÿ?$77&/*ÿB829&?ÿ*2ÿD&ÿ+$7ÿ367*ÿ2/ÿ*+&ÿ
E2,8*ÿ67ÿ*+$7ÿ567ÿ*+9&Mÿ>$/63ÿ-67&ÿ?&-$?&?ÿD&>28&ÿ+&ÿ8&*$8&?ÿ6*ÿ*+&ÿ&/?ÿ2>ÿ*+&ÿ
A-*2D&8ÿ Mÿ*&8.4 ÿÿ<,7*$-&ÿF*&9&/7C7ÿ*+&7$7ÿ7*6*&.&/*ÿ$/ÿ?$77&/*ÿ-6/ÿD&ÿ
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